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As EVs emerge, internal-combustion’s finest hour?
I find it not without irony that at the time the
auto industry is consumed with interest and investment in battery electric vehicles (EVs), the
technology presumably being “displaced”—the
internal-combustion engine—might be reaching
its most promising stage of development.
During this seminal period of automotive
technology disruption, both EV propulsion and
IC powertrains are indeed competing, if you
will. Some argue that it really isn’t a competition at all: the 100-year-old IC engine has a
mature and easy to volume-build design, is
inexpensive to build and its efficiency, if not
remarkable, certainly isn’t shameful anymore.
Toyota, Honda and others have mass-produced
gasoline engines in affordable vehicles that
now are turning into work as much as 40% of
their fuel’s energy.
But IC engines generate tailpipe emissions.
And as vast as the improvements in engine
emissions-reduction have been, EVs present the
advantage—albeit perceived—of having zero
emissions. Factor in the recent controversy surrounding many automakers’ manipulation—
deliberate or alleged—of diesel emissions and
cities around the world are ginning up legislation to outlaw diesels or IC engines in favor of
“zero-emission” EVs.
Two excellent feature stories in this issue
almost precisely demarcate the extremes of the
EV-versus-IC conversation—and why the attempt
to legislate any single solution is likely to fail.
On page 38, a trio of powertrain engineers
from Hindujatech provide an incisive and fairminded analysis of what would be required for
India to reach EV sales and market-share milestones in the coming future. And while they
don’t directly discuss the emissions “profile” of
EVs when compared with today’s IC engines,
they do point out that to supply a large quantity of EVs with sufficient charging energy, India
would require scores of new utility-scale powerplants. Unless they are nuclear, the powerplants would burn some kind of fossil fuel and
create emissions.
Meanwhile, the story immediately preceding
on page 36 details the promising work that’s
underway on opposed-piston IC engines. The

OP engine design presents many potential
advantages, including substantial improvements in thermal efficiency, reduced parts
count and lower emissions. Not coincidentally,
on the cover of this issue you’ll find the new
OP-engine design that Greaves Cotton and the
U.S.’s Pinnacle Engines said can propel India’s
three-wheelers to BS VI emissions compliance
(see p. 15 for those details).
Meanwhile, just as this issue of Mobility
Engineering was created, Mazda announced it
will introduce a sparkless compression-ignition
gasoline engine for production vehicles in 2019.
Gasoline compression-ignition has been a powertrain development aspiration for more than a
decade because the technology presents the
opportunity to match or surpass diesel-engine
efficiency without the emissions liabilities diesels can’t seem to overcome.
General Motors, Hyundai and others have
had documented gasoline compression-ignition
development programs, but until Mazda’s
announcement that its so-called Skyactive-X
engines will be available in 2019 would make it
the first company to make the technology commercially available. More importantly in terms
of the EV-versus-IC tussle, Mazda claims a
Skyactive-X engine’s well-to-wheels emissions
are better than an EV when factoring the emissions of the central source of electricity an EV
needs for charging.
Mazda may steal the thunder from
mega-supplier Delphi, which is assiduously
working to create its own viable production system, called GDCI (gasoline direct-injection compression-ignition). Delphi claims GDCI engines
will be capable of achieving 42% thermal efficiency, meet the U.S.’s most-rigorous emissions
standards and do so on regular-grade unleaded
gasoline; those details and more can be found
starting on p. 34.
As EVs to many appear to be the way forward, it’s fascinating to see such intense concurrent development in IC-engine innovation.
I’m pleased you’ll find many of the latest developments pertinent to this high-stakes contest in
this issue of Mobility Engineering.
Bill Visnic, Editorial Director
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The SAEINDIA Aerospace Board successfully convened a high-profile marque event in
February in Bangalore. It was well-positioned in February between the highly successful launch of the interceptor missile in
Odisha and the inauguration of Aero India
in Bangalore.
The theme Aerospace & Defense Then,
Now and Future attempted to provide a perspective of evolution and way forward. The
event theme tracked perfectly with knowledge contributions from very experienced
leaders like Mr. Ashok Baweja Former
Chairman HAL and Head – Quest Global
Defense; Dr. Bala Bharadwaj, MD, Boeing S&T
and Vice Chair SAEINDIA; Mr. Hitendu
Chaudhry Ex HAL and TAAL; Mr. David
Bradley, ED, Assystems; Ms. Karla Wallace,
ED, UTAS; Mr. Mikael Erdos, Head –
Engineering, Airbus India; Mr. Pavan Kumar

Mr. Munirathnam presenting the memento.
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MD, Altair India; Mr. Michael Jones, APAC
Business Director, Eaton; Mr. Sundaresh
Shankaran, AVP, Head of Core Engineering
Infosys; Mr. J. Munirathnam, Chairman –
SAEIBS; Mr. Damodaran Subramaniam, Sr. VP,
Safran Engineering; Mr. Ravi Shankar Mysore,
Head of Engineering, UTAS; Mr. Ravindra
Nuguri, CDO, L&T Technology Services; Mr. G
VV Ravikumar, AVP Advanced Manufacturing
Infosys; Mr. Vasanth Kini, MD, Titanium
Industries; Mr. Anand Joshi, Head of
Engineering, Eaton; and Mr. Parvez Alam,
COO, UCAL-JAP.
The audience comprised several A&D
industry leaders and nearly half of the audience was young aerospace professionals
who represent the future. The topics covered by the speakers and panelists were
Overview of Aerospace Industry by
Assystems, Innovation in Aircraft Systems
integration with six sub-topics: Integrated
Propulsion, Electric Architecture, Intelligent
Systems, Advanced Materials, Advance
Manufacturing and Advanced Methods by
UTAS; Industry 4.0 for Aerospace by Infosys;
Make in India by Quest Global Defense;
Indian Engineering Experience by Airbus;
Learnings from APAC/China experience over
10 years by Eaton; Operating Centers in
India by Altair Engineering; and SAEINDIA
Aerospace Board and SAEINDIA Bangalore
Section updates. There was extensive networking between the speakers, panelists,
board members and the audience during the
lunch and tea breaks and the event received
considerable positive feedback.
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MANOVEGAM Aero Championship final flight round,
April at Bengaluru

Event dignitaries.

Lamp lighting by the dignitaries.

MANOVEGAM 2017 was inaugurated
during the October, 2016 networking
dinner with SAE International President
Mr. Cuneyt Oge, SAEINDIA Aerospace
committee members and SAEINDIA
Bengaluru section managing committee members at Bengaluru. The competition was in two different categories,
Regular class and Micro class. Regular
class is a glow-engine competition,
with the purpose of developing the
fundamental understanding of flight.
Micro class is an all-electric competition
to balance the tradeoff between two
potentially conflicting requirements—
carrying the highest-possible payload
while simultaneously pursuing the lowest empty weight.
The competition consists of two different phases: the virtual round and a

flight round. The virtual round was conducted in March and the flight round
was conducted in April at Siddaganga
Institute of Technology (SIT), Tumkuru,
Karnataka. The MANOVEGAM Flight
round was inaugurated by Dr. Sree
Sivakumara Swamigalu, Founder, Sri
Siddaganga Education Society and
Prasanth Sakhamuri, MD, Hind High
Vacuum Company Pvt. Ltd.
A total of 29 teams comprised of 261
undergraduate and graduate students
from different parts of INDIA participated in the event. The competition was
judged by a panel of eminent personalities from Safran Engineering Services,
Assystem, Airbus, Rolls Royce, UTAS,
UCAL-JAP Super fly hobby, Javaji M
Consulting, HCL, GE, and CEMILAC.
Viva Institute of Technology won the

first prize in the regular class and PESITBengaluru south campus won the first
prize in the micro class. Dr. Bala
Bhardwaj, MD, Boeing India Engineering
& Technology Center, served the valedictory function and as a chief guest
presented the awards to the winning
teams. And the four teams’ members
won internship opportunities in top
aerospace companies.
The entire event was well-orchestrated by the Convener Mr. Damodaran
Subramaniam – managing director
Safran aerospace engineering service
followed by organizer and logo designer
Mr. Purushotham, Mr. Sathyakanth
Thagyarajan, Mr. Shanshanth, Mr. Rakesh
D.R. and Ms. Jyothi of SAEIBS with their
outstanding contribution for achieving
grand success to this event.

Industrial seminars in May at Gurgaon
Two seminars organized in association with Siemens, “Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) for the Automotive Industry using
Simcenter” and “Bharat Stage VI – How it impacts Testing,
Instrumentation and Development,” were organized in association with AVL by SAEINDIA Northern Section (SAEINS) in
May at Gurgaon.
For the “Finite Element Analysis (FEA) for the Automotive
Industry using Simcenter,” seminar, the welcome address was
given by Mr. Ajay Pandey of Siemens and the inaugural
address—along with a brief on SAEINS activities—was given
by Mr. Sunil Malhotra, Vice Chairman (seminars and conferences). The seminar gave insight on the impact of Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) for Automotive Industry using
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Mr. Rakesh Sood presenting the memento.
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Simcenter in the mobility sector and detailed how the software delivers unmatched modeling realism and computational
performance. The software is designed to help predict real
product behavior and put 3D simulation on the critical path
for complex product development.
The speakers included Mr. Kamanasish Biswas, Mr. Geetanand
Kedilaya and Mr. Khushpreet Singh; the three have a combined
experience of 30-plus years. They presented the salient features
and advantages of Simcenter for mobility experts. The seminar
saw participation from cross-section of industries and three
Colleges. The valedictory address was given by Mr. P Panda – Sr.
Vice Chairman SAENIS. Mr. Rakesh Sood – Vice Chairman
Student Activities SAENIS, also was present.
Bharat Stage VI – How it impacts Testing, Instrumentation
and Development, was presented to offer insight on the impact
of BS VI on testing instrumentation and development in the
mobility sector. A brief on SAEINS activities was given by Mr.
Anup Kacker, ED, SAEINS. It was followed by expert talk by
team of experts from AVL namely Mr. Michael Muehloegger,
Global Business Unit Manager, Measurement & Instrumentation
Products, AVL Graz; Mr. Manoj Kusumba, HOD, Diesel
Development, PTE/DED, AVL India; Mr. Jean Baptiste

The seminar group.

Paquereau, GM, Engine and Vehicle Development, AVL India;
Mr. Alexander Painsi - BDM, Emission Instrumentation, AVL
Graz; Mr. Marco Schoeggl – BDM, In-Vehicle Measurement, AVL
Graz; Mr. Franz Murr – BDM, Combustion Measurement, AVL
Graz; and Mr. Peter Domjan - Group Product Manager,
Consumption Measurement, AVL Graz.
The seminar had participation from cross-section of industries
and five colleges and saw total participation of 65 attendees.

‘Tractors for Modern Forming’ lecture meeting in April
The SAEISS Erode Division organized its
fifth lecture meeting on ‘‘Tractors for
Modern Forming” in April at Vellalar
College of Engineering and Technology,
Erode, together with the Collegiate Club
at the venue opening by Mr. S. Sriraman,
Chairman SAEISS. Dr. Jayaraman,
Principal of Vellalar College of
Engineering and Technology, presented
a salvai to him.
Mr. S. Sriraman presented the
SAEINDIA Collegiate Club certificate to
Mr. S. D. Chandrasekar, Secretary and
Correspondent of Vellalar College of

Engineering and Technology. Dr. E.
Rajasekar, Secretary, SAEISS and
Professor, IRTT, Erode, detailed the
SAEINDIA and SAEISS activities and
welcomed the participants of the lecture meeting.
Dr. P. Navaneethakrishnan, Chairman,
SAEISS-Erode Division, introduced the
speaker to the participants and handed
over the session for his lecture. Mr. S.
Sriraman started his lecture by explaining the topic of the day, “Tractors for
Modern Forming,” which detailed various activities undertaken by TAFE for

Lighting the kuthuvilaku by Mr. S. Sriraman, Chairman, SAEISS
and Senior Vice President, TAFE, Chennai.
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improving the development of farming
at TAFE research institute. Modern
forming methods, which now are typical
industry practice, also were discussed.
The trends in the Indian agriculture sector and its various developments also
were discussed.
Dr. M. Easwaramoorthy, Secretary
SAEISS Erode Division, delivered the
vote of thanks. Dr. R. Kumaravelan,
HOD/Mechanical Engineering, Vellalar
College of Engineering and Technology
presented the memento to Mr. S.
Sriraman as a token of gratitude.

Handing over the SAEINDIA Collegiate Club Certificate by Mr. S.
Sriraman and Dr. P. Navaneethakrishnan.
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Inter-Collegiate Club Project competition, June at Pune
The SAEINDIA Western Section (SAEIWS) Project Competition
2017 was organized by SAEIWS in association with Zeal College
of Engineering and Research, Narhe, Pune, in June. The aim is
to motivate the students to demonstrate their skills and technical knowledge in the field of automotive engineering.
The event began with the lamp-lighting ceremony by dignitaries. The dignitaries on the dais were Mr. Vinay Mundada;
Dr. Ajit M. Kate; Mr. M. K. Chaudhari; Mr. Narahari P. Wagh; Dr.
Sunil Dambhare; Prof. Amol Ubale; Mr. B. V. Shamsundara and
Mr. Ramesh S. Pasarija. The event received 18 project nominations from various collegiate clubs from Western Section.
There were five panels of judges to assess the teams. Each
team was given 15 minutes of time to present their project.
The Winner of Project Competition Mr. Shreyas Sarage
from College of Engineering Pune (COEP) was presented with
a trophy and certificate, along with prize money of Rs. 10,000.
The first runners-up Mr. Gitesh Lavhe, and Mr. Abhay Mane
from COEP, were awarded with a trophy, certificates and prize
money of Rs. 7,000.

The second runners-up position was shared between two
teams. The first team was Mr. Eshaan Ganesh Ayyar of ARAI
Academy and other team consisting of Mr. Alphonso Wayne
Walter, Mr. Himanshu Nashikkar and Mr. Shramit Hegde of Don
Bosco Institute of Technology. Both the teams were awarded
with trophies and certificates. The prize money of Rs. 5,000
was shared between them.
The Innovation award was given to Mr. Gitesh Lavhe, and
Mr. Abhay Mane of COEP. They were awarded a certificate of
appreciation. This team would get free consultancy from 1
Crowd Company to assist them to manufacture their project
on a large scale.

Event dignitaries.

Mr. Ramesh Pasarija reviewing the projects in the display area.

Global Manufacturing Cluster Vision 2030 at Coimbatore
The eigth edition of Global
Manufacturing Cluster Vision 2030
(GMCV 2030) was held in June at The
Residency Towers, Coimbatore, with
the theme “Evolution Through
Innovation.” The one-day conference
was organized by Texas Ventures,
Coimbatore District Small Industries
Association (CODISSIA) and supported
by SAEINDIA and other leading manufacturing associations with an aim to
bring top-line speakers and CEOs to
speak about the challenges in the manufacturing industry and its future.
Mr. Krishnamurthi Venkataramanan,
chairman, L&T Hydrocarbon Engineering
Limited, was the chief guest for this
eighth edition of GMCV 2030. During
his keynote address, he emphasized
that small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) should be the springboards for
revival of the manufacturing sector. He
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also said that for a country like India
with 1.3 billion people, not everyone can
move from agriculture to services. This

is where the SMEs will provide opportunities. The manufacturing sector has to
be more vibrant and it should be

Lamp lighting by dignitaries.
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revived, he said, with the emphasis on
skill development so that industries can
adopt technology.
Padma Shri. Mrs. Rajashree Pathy,
CMD, Rajashree Sugars and Chemicals
Ltd. and Founder—Indian Design
Forum (IDF), in her Inaugural Address
at GMCV 2030 said even in small cities
there are entrepreneurs with brilliant
Ideas and that they should be identified and nourished. Mr. Thyagu
Valliappa, ED - Sree Valliappa Textiles
Ltd. & Sona Valliappa Textile Mills Pvt.
Ltd., spoke about Opportunities &
Challenges for SMBs in Manufacturing
Industry. Mr. Balaram Menon, President
& CEO - World Trade Center, Bengaluru

& Board Member—World Trade Center
Associations in New York, spoke on
Connecting Manufacturers to Emerging
Global Markets through the World
Trade Center Networking Platform.
Earlier, Mr. D. K. Karthikeyan, Director—
Projects, GMCV 2030 welcomed the
gathering.
This edition of GMCV 2030 received
national as well as international delegates who were mostly CEOs in the
manufacturing community. Leading
industry thought leaders and luminaries, association heads, government
representatives, academicians and policymakers also constituted the GMCV
2030 delegation.

Keynote address by Mr. K. Venkataramanan,
chairman, L&T Hydrocarbon.

Annual Social 2017 at Pune
The SAEINDIA Western Section Annual Social 2017 was organized by SAEINDIA Western Section in association with Zeal
College of Engineering, Narhe, Pune in June. The program
began with Dr. Ajit M. Kate, Principal, Zeal College of
Engineering and Research. Thereafter Chief Guest Dr. K. C.
Vora addressed the audience followed by Prize Distribution of
Inter Collegiate Club Project Competition. After that the teams
of AWIM, BAJA and Supra were felicitated.
The first team felicitated was the winner of AWIM Pune
Olympics 2017, from Walnut School. The second team honored
was the runner-up team of AWIM Pune Olympics 2017,
Moledina High School, Swarget. As a special recognition, Mr.
Rohit Yadav and Mr. Tarun Ranjan of ARAI academy who volunteered and took efforts to spread AWIM activity in Pune,
Solapur & Ahmedabad, were recognized by Dr. K. C. Vora.
In BAJA. the winner “Team Nemesis Racing” of College of
Engineering Pune, was felicitated. On behalf of college, other
students received the medals. The runners-up team, “Stallions
Racing” of Allard College of Engineering and Management,
Pune, were felicitated.
In SUPRA, the winner team “Kratos Racing” from PimpriChinchwad College of Engineering, Pune, were felicitated. The
runners-up team “The Interceptors” of Dr. D. Y. Patil Institute
of Engg. & Tech. Pune, were felicitated. Mr. Parthasarathi

Patnaik presented his company’s profile 1 Crowd to all the
members present and followed by announcement of the
Innovation award, which was given to Mr. Gitesh Lavhe, and
Mr. Abhay Mane of College of Engineering Pune. This team
would get free consultancy from 1 Crowd Company to assist
them in manufacturing their project on a large scale.
As a token of appreciation, SAEIWS Chairman Dr. K. C. Vora
felicitated the principal, Dr. Ajit M. Kate and their faculty
members Dr. Sunil Dambhare, Prof. Amol Ubale, Prof. Ashwin
B. Joshi. He also felicitated SAEIWS staffers Mr. Ramesh S.
Pasarija, Mr. Paresh Shitole, Mr. Sagar Murugkar, Mr. Aditya
Kulkarni and Mr. Ankit Rawat for their support in this event.
This was followed by performance by Mr. Shubham
Sawalakhe, third-year student of Vishwakarma Institute of
Technology, Pune, who presented his Waradhi poetry and
another performance was by a band “Nair Aunty’s Curry,” by
Mr. Mrugendra Mohadkar and Mr. Shrikanth Nair. Mr. Narahari
P. Wagh, Secretary, SAEIWS proposed a vote of thanks on
behalf of SAEINDIA WS and Zeal College of Engineering and
Research. Thereafter, guests took part in the gala dinner.

Felicitation of AWIM team from Moledina School.

Awarding the winners of the project competition.
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Automotive Forum 2017 in Chennai
All roads in Chennai on June 7, 2017 led to
The Westin Chennai Velachery, where an
Autocar professional and SAEINDIA held
The Automotive Forum titled, “Growth
Through Smarter Manufacturing and
Simulation.” The forum covered the
Connected Shop Floor of the Future,
Industry 4.0, the Internet of Things (IoT)
and new-generation technologies such as
3-D printing. The event was comprised of
seminars and keynote addresses.
The event began with the Keynote
address of Mr. Vinod Dasari, CEO and
MD, Ashok Leyland, who also is
President of SIAM. He spoke of the
Automotive Mission Plan 2026, which
aims to propel India into the top three
markets in the world for engineering,
manufacture and export of vehicles and
components. Mission Plan 2026 also is
targeted to encompass safe, efficient,
environmentally-friendly conditions for
affordable mobility and transportation
of goods, comparable with global standards and with the aim of growing in
value to over 12% of India’s GDP and
generating an additional 65 million jobs.
Summing up, he said the present time is
India’s chance to drive change in the
manufacturing world—which it can by
leveraging innovation.
In Session 1 was Mr. P. Kaniappan,
MD, Wabco India, who said, “Smart
technology is transforming industry and
real-time process capability can be
monitored by Industry 4.0.” Mr.
Dattatreya Gaur, VP, Robert Bosch India
said, “Digitalization is hugely impacting
all our four business divisions to make
manufacturing better.” After that, Mr.
Jeffrey Brennan, CMO, Altair
Engineering Inc. USA, said, “Industry is
witnessing a simulation-driven innova-

One of the panel discussions with Dr. Sarangarajan.
tion revolution and simulation has
become a driver of design today.” He
was followed by Mr. Kanwaljeet Singh
Virk, Brand Head – DELMIA, Value
Solutions, who spoke about the 3-D
experience and the dynamic benefits it
can bring users. Finally Mr. Rajiv Bajaj,
MD, Stratasys India, spoke on the
impact of 3-D printing in the automotive industry.
The afternoon session began with a
keynote address by Dr. V. Sumantran,
Chairman of Celeris Technologies, who
spoke on the new disruptive age, the
impact on the automotive industry and
the role of advanced technologies.
According to him, the disruptive elements for the industry today are three
key trends: electrified, shared, and intelligent/autonomous capability. The talk
touched upon connectivity, personalization, and shared and intelligent mobility
as the other areas where the auto
industry will witness disruptions. He
also said that with all these multi-directional activities underway, the industry
currently is facing a time of disruption.

“But the automotive industry, without a
doubt is going to find a way through
this and it is going to be a truly exciting
journey,” said Dr. Sumantran at the end
of his talk.
Session 2 was started by Dr. Sathya
Prasad Mangalaramanan, VP, Ashok
Leyland, who highlighted the major
advantages of simulation for composites. After him, Dr. T. Sundararajan, Sr.
GM – R&D, Wheels India, spoke on the
evolving requirement of lightweighting
materials. The event ended with the
speech of Mr. Padmesh Mandloi, Sr.
Tech. Account Manager at ANSYS, who
spoke on how the company’s simulation
platform is an enabler for auto components. He detailed three key megatrends: autonomy, digitization and
materials—and how the simulation
industry is working to help smart manufacturing in general and the automotive
industry in particular. Industry experts
at The Automotive Forum were of the
consensus that the time is now for India
to leapfrog into the next era, armed
with its frugal innovation mantra.

Drive with IoT, June at Bengaluru
On June 8, 2017, the SAEINDIA Bengaluru section and
NASSCOM Center of excellence jointly organized a program
titled, “Drive with IOT: The Advent of Connected, Autonomous
and Electric Vehicles” in Leela Palace, Bengaluru. The event
was concluded with a great success, witnessing speakers and
audience from different sources of automotive world.
Mahindra Electric was the Platinum Sponsor and KPIT was the
Gold Sponsor for the event. The event was completely
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focused on IOT, autonomous and electric vehicles. It was attended by more than 250 delegates representing domestic
and international auto OEMs, Tier 1, Tier 2, tech startups and
representatives from education.
Mr. Kartik Gopal, the Strategy and Business Planning Head at
Mahindra Electric, set the tone for the program by delivering
the keynote on “The Evolution and Future of the Automotive
Industry.” He highlighted various aspects of megatrends and
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Conference leaders.

Panel discussion.

the government push toward a new-mobility platform. He
explained the framework to understand the new and evolving
trends and Mahindra Electric’s innovative designs and developments to help make a significant difference.
The panel discussion was ably moderated by Dr. Arun
Kumar Sampath – VP & Chairman, Automotive Board and
Vice-Chair, Finance Board of SAEINDIA. The panelists were
Mrs. Prabhavathy A.S – Intel India, Autonomous Driving
Vertical Lead; Mr. Andreas Lindinger – Sr. Expert in Secure
System and Cryptography, Continental; Mr. Saurabh Rohilla
– Dy. Director, SIAM; Mr. Vadiraj Krishnamurthy – VP, Robert
Bosch Engineering and Business Solutions Limited; and Mr.
Manaswini Rath – AVP and Head of ADAS and Autonomous
Vehicles Practice, KPIT. The panel discussion addressed various critical topics, such as infotronics in the automotive
industry, onboard security, emerging applications and government policies.
Salient points from the panel discussion included:
• For large emerging markets such as India with relatively low
penetration of personal mobility, potential early application
of electric vehicles and autonomous/connected vehicles
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would be in mass transportation or shared-mobility services,
with cost of ownership (especially for HV batteries) still
being the controlling factor for large-scale deployment.
• Autonomous vehicles (AVs) have to learn to drive like humans
and not humans learning to drive like autonomous vehicles.
• The recent trend for electric vehicles (EVs), autonomous
technologies and connected cars has been for OEMs to
move away from a “buy and integrate from suppliers” model
to “make and own” by forging technology collaborations
and initiating partnerships with other OEMs, suppliers and
technology disruptors as the case dictates.
• EVs and AVs open a vista of opportunities for startups on data
analytics and data mining using SW-related service offerings.
• AVs have to be tweaked to be “fail operational” and not necessarily “failsafe.”
• The immediate focus of EVs, AVs and connected cars should
be on addressing ever-increasing YOY fatality/mortality
rates due to accidents in India by offering accident-prevention and “collision-warning” technologies.
• It was suggested that “adoption of technology” is a bigger
challenge to change the mindset and driving habits in India,
as opposed to the earlier perception that the cost of technology is a constraint—as the cost of technology has come
down over the last few years.
• OEMs and suppliers need to adapt to combine other pull
factors such as convenience and safety to ensure increased
penetration of technology adoption.
• To address the cybersecurity issues arising out of EVs and
AVs, developers at OEMs and suppliers need to think like
hackers to identify potential vulnerable areas, quarantine
the infected systems and ensure continuous functional
safety of the vehicle.
• Another opportunity that EVs, AVs and connected cars may
present considering increasing traffic snarls on Indian roads
is on personalization services that allow the driver and passengers to not only carry out work-related activities but also
have infotainment/on-demand service options.
The panel discussion was followed by a special presentation by Dr. Roshy John, during which the audiences learned
about his journey and the challenges he overcame in the process of converting a TATA Nano into India’s first driverless car.
The unique Innovator presentations by Mr. Kumar Ranjan
– Mean Metal Motors, Mr. Avneesh Agrawal – Netradyne and
Mr. Ruchit Surati – Locanix reiterated the vitality and importance of innovation in the transformation journey of the automotive industry. The key point Mr. Avneesh Agrawal
immediately stressed was for safe, secure, smart and shared
mobility followed by autonomous cars to understand the driving pattern.
A live demonstration of an autonomous car from Tech
Mahindra was well-received by the audience. This event
clearly demonstrated that India has become a nerve center of
activities for autonomous vehicles and connected cars, as
many players operating out of India are representing multinationals to startups.
The program was organized by the SAEINDIA Automotive
Board and SAEIBS.
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SAE EGA, June in Bengaluru
On June 10, 2017, the SAEINDIA
Bengaluru Section and TVS Motor company (TVSM) organized technical interactive session for the students who are
participating in India’s first Two-Wheeler
Hybrid competition called Electrifying
Green Aspiration (SAE EGA).
The event was well-attended by company representatives from GE, TVS,
ContInental and GM, who served on a
jury panel to give input and advice to the

students. Mr. Balu, VP, R&D at TVSM, was
the chief guest and inaugurated the session, followed by welcome address from
section chair Mr. Munirathnam Javaji and
a technical address from SAEIBS secretary Mr. Kannan Marudachalam.
The open session briefing carried out
on the following important topics: powertrain, safety, electrical systems and
packaging unit.
The session was well-attended by 15

Mr. Javaji delivering his inaugural address.

Event participants.

teams across India, along with faculty to
explain the complexity of hybrids in twowheeler applications, with attendance
reaching about 90 members. Along with
SAEINDIA staff, Mr. Rakesh and Mr.
Purushotham were assisted by industry
volunteers Mr. Sumanth V. Murthy—
Mbharati, Mr. Manjunath—Vinayaka
Moulding Tools, Mr. Rakesh Kulkarni and
Mr. Sumanth Joshi from TCS, as well as
the outstanding support from TVSM.

Aero Design Challenge 2017 finals, June in Chennai
The SAEINDIA Southern Section Aero Design Challenge 2017
was a three-day event organized by the SAEINDIA Southern
Section in association with the Centre for Aerospace
Research, MIT, Anna University at CEG Campus and Anna
University in Chennai from June 8-10, 2017. The purpose of the
SAEISS Aero Design Challenge is to promote and develop
Indian expertise and experience in unmanned systems technologies at the university and college levels. Each team is required to conceive, design and develop a prototype of fixedwing UAV that meets the mission requirements. More than 90
teams comprising around 600 student members of SAEINDIA
from various engineering institutions across India participated
in the competition.
This mega-final event was inaugurated by the chief guest,
Shri. Dr. G. Satheesh Reddy, Scientific Advisor to Raksha mantra, DRDO, Ministry of Defense, New Delhi and presided by Dr.
T.V. Geetha, Dean, CEG and Member, Convener committee,
Anna University, Chennai. The event was felicitated by Dr. S.
Ganesh, Registrar, Anna University, along with Shri. S.
Sriraman, Chairman-SAEISS and Senior Vice President (R&D),
TAFE, Chennai and Shri. S. Shanmugam, Vice-Chairman-
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SAEISS and Managing Director, DDIPL, Chennai at the
Vivekananda Auditorium, CEG Campus, Anna University.
Dr. S. Thamaraiselvi, Director, CTDT, Anna University welcomed the dignitaries, students and august gathering to the
event and a brief outline about ADC was delivered by Dr. K.
Senthil Kumar Champion ADC & Director, CASAR, MIT
Campus, Anna University. Shri. S. Sriraman Chairman-SAEISS,
talked about the evolution of SAE and SAEINDIA and also the
impact and outcome of the SAEISS Aero Design Challenge. He
encouraged the students to take part in the continuous learning process through various SAE student activities.
The chief guest of the day was introduced by Shri. C. U.
Hari, Former Director – Aeronautics, DRDO & Senior UAV
Consultant, CASR, MIT Campus, Anna University and in the
Inaugural Address, the chief guest Dr. G. Satheesh Reddy,
Scientific Advisor to Raksha mantra emphasized more on
roles of UAV for civilian and military applications and encouraged the students to take part in these kinds of professional-society activities and participate in R&D in different
aeronautical domains for the growth of the nation. He also
congratulated the SAEISS ADC committee for organizing and
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Release of book on
ADC 2017 by the
chief guest and
dignitaries

Technical inspection during the flight round.

Award distribution to winners by Shri. K. P. Anbalagan, Hon’ble
Minister for Higher Education, Tamil Nadu.

providing the student community a great opportunity to
enhance their technical and interpersonal skills.
During the inauguration of ADC, a book on the SAEISS
Aero Design Challenge 2017 was released by the chief guest
and dignitaries. The SAEINDIA Southern Section thanked and
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presented mementoes to the ADC workshop hosting academic institutions for their support in conducting the workshop on their premises—namely the Chennai Institute of
Technology, GRT Institute of Engineering Technology, SRM
Valliammai Engineering College and Jeppiaar SRR
Engineering College. A vote of thanks was given by Dr. S.
Senthil Kumar, Champion–ADC and Associate Professor,
Veltech University, Chennai.
After the Inaugural function, the five parallel technical presentations were organized on July 8-9 and judged by the eminent scientists from the DRDO labs such as ADE, ADA and
NAL and faculty members from academia. Technical inspection and flight rounds were conducted at the sport complex,
CEG Campus, Anna University and evaluated by the experienced flyers and scientists in the area of UAV.
The award ceremony for ADC 2017 was held at the Anna
University CEG Campus sport complex and it was graced by
the chief guest, Shri. K. P. Anbalagan, Hon’ble Minister for
Higher Education, Tamil Nadu and presided by Shri. Sunil
Paliwal, IAS Principal Secretary, Higher Education, Tamil Nadu.
The ceremony was felicitated by Dr. T. V. Geetha, Dean, CEG
Campus, Anna University, Shri. S. Sriraman Chairman SAEISS,
along with Shri. P. S. Krishnan, Former Director-ADE, DRDO &
Coordinator, SIGMA Panel, DRDO.
An address on the air show and TANII UAV by Dr. K. Senthil
Kumar, Champion ADC & Director, CASAR, MIT Campus, Anna
University and flag off UAV air show with special address by
chief guest Shri. K. P. Anbalagan, Hon’ble Minister for Higher
Education, Tamil Nadu. This UAV air show was conducted by
the experienced flyers in the country.
The Best Aero Design Challenge award distribution was
conducted by the chief guest and other dignitaries for various categories of the micro and regular classes, with prize
money totaling Rs. 4.1 Lakhs. The function ended with a vote
of thanks by Dr. E. Rajasekar, Secretary-SAEISS and
Professor, IRTT, Erode.
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Pinnacle Engines partners with
India’s Greaves Cotton on new
low-emissions OP engine

Tata Advanced Systems delivers
first CH-47F Chinook crown,
tailcone for India to Boeing

Indian engine- and equipment-maker Greaves Cotton Ltd. and
U.S.-based Pinnacle Engines Inc. recently announced a technology partnership for the launch of an opposed-piston (OP),
spark-ignited CNG lean-burn BS VI-compliant engine for
three-wheelers in India. This move is said to make India one of
the lead markets to adopt this technology.
The Indian government’s Bharat Stage
VI emissions regulations are expected to
be adopted by late
2020. The transition
to BS VI requires
three-wheeler OEMs
in India to significantly upgrade their
emissions-control
technology.
Through the new
partnership, Greaves
Cotton will have
access to export
markets with a large
Pinnacle’s sleeve-valve, opposedthree-wheeler popupiston four stroke engine addresses
lation. With
the challenges of fuel economy and
Pinnacle’s fourincreasingly stringent emissions
stroke, sleeve-valve,
regulations for three-wheeler OEMs
in India. It also opens new overseas
opposed- piston
markets for both Pinnacle and
design, Greaves aims
Greaves Cotton, the companies said.
to offer BS
(Image: Pinnacle Engines)
VI-compliant highpower and fuel-efficiency engines with lower maintenance cost. This partnership enables Greaves, claimed to be the market leader in
diesel engines for three-wheelers, to enter the larger threewheeler gasoline/CNG space.
Pinnacle Engines holds over 170 patents related to its
opposed-piston engine architecture and electronic controls.
“Greaves has been a dominant player in the ‘last-mile’
transport segment with our range of diesel engines for a large
number of automotive OEMs,” said Nagesh Basavanhalli,
Managing Director and CEO, Greaves Cotton Ltd., in a statement. “The opposed-piston technology has been designed,
developed and evolved by the Pinnacle Engines team to give
class-leading fuel economy at the right cost, enabling best-inclass total cost of ownership for the end customer.”
Added Pinnacle Engines CEO David Moll: “We value the
opportunity to partner with an established market leader like
Greaves, and expect that our combined strengths will provide
great advantage to the market. OEMs face great pressures on
fuel economy, and ever-tightening emissions norms, and our
cooperation provides a great answer to these challenges.”

Aerospace company and manufacturer Boeing and Tata
Advanced Systems Limited (TASL), a wholly owned subsidiary of Tata Sons focused on providing integrated solutions for
aerospace, defense and homeland security, announced delivery of the first crown and tailcone assembly for the Indian
configuration of the CH-47F Chinook heavy-lift helicopter.
Manufactured by Tata Advanced Systems Limited in
Hyderabad, the parts will be delivered to Boeing for final
assembly of the 15 helicopters scheduled for delivery to the
Indian Air Force.
In 2015, India’s Ministry of Defense finalized an order with
Boeing for the production, training and support of 15 CH-47F
Chinook helicopters to enhance India’s capabilities across a
range of military and humanitarian missions. Deliveries are
scheduled to begin in 2019.
“This delivery is another significant step in our journey to
increase defense capability and manufacturing capacity out of
India with our strategic partners,” said Boeing India President
Pratyush Kumar, in a release statement. “Tata Advanced
Systems has demonstrated its ability to deliver high-quality
components to the CH-47 Chinook program on schedule,
which in turn helps Boeing meet commitments to our customers. We are clearly invested in leveraging the full potential of
capability that exists in India to continue delivering greater
value for less cost to our U.S. and international customers.”
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Manufactured by Tata Advanced Systems Limited in Hyderabad,
the CH-47F Chinook crown and tailcone parts will be delivered
to Boeing for final assembly of the 15 helicopters scheduled for
delivery to the Indian Air Force. (image: Boeing India)

Sukaran Singh, Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director,
TASL, added, “We are proud to deliver the first crown and tailcone assembly for CH-47F Chinook helicopter. Undertaking the
responsibility of complete manufacture and assembly for Boeing
gives us an excellent opportunity to display our capability of
development and assembly projects in high technology areas to
global quality standards. Our endeavor is to significantly contribute to the Indian defense industry and demonstrate our commitment to the ‘Make in India’ initiative.”
Tata Advanced Systems already is delivering crown and tailcones for CH-47 Chinook helicopters for the U.S. Army and international customers, according to a release from the companies.
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The CH-47F Chinook is the advanced
multi-mission helicopter operated by the
U.S. Army and 18 other defense forces
around the world.
According to Boeing, the company
supports the “Make in India” initiative
through accelerated investments in manufacturing, skill development and engineering to build a strong and indigenous
aerospace and defense ecosystem.

BharatBenz delivers
50,000th truck
BharatBenz celebrated a milestone with
delivery of its 50,000th truck less than
five years after the brand’s market
launch. Presented at a regional brand
event in Hyderabad, the 4928 TT tractor
(pictured) is from the all-new
BharatBenz heavy-duty range.
Customer-tailored for the Indian market and its demanding customer requirements by Daimler AG, the BharatBenz
brand product portfolio features mediumand heavy-duty segments as well as an
all-new heavy-duty range added in 2017.
“50,000 truck sales in less than five
years—no other new market entrant in
India has achieved this before.
BharatBenz is today firmly established in
the world’s toughest CV market and will
continue to push the industry limits in
terms of safety features, environmental
friendliness and fuel economy,” Erich
Nesselhauf, Managing Director and CEO,
Daimler India Commercial Vehicles, said

BharatBenz celebrated delivery of its
50,000th truck, a 4928 TT tractor, less
than five years after its market launch
during a regional brand event in
Hyderabad. (image: Daimler India
Commercial Vehicles)
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of the achievement in a
release statement.
Rajaram Krishnamurthy,
Vice President of Sales and
Marketing, added, “We have
seen a very positive growth
momentum following the
introduction of the new
BS-IV standard, and we aim
to further capitalize on this.
Customers understand our
superior BS-IV solution
based on proven SCR technology. They also clearly
appreciate the host of additional features that our new
Ribbon-cutting ceremony at the opening of IAC’s new
BharatBenz heavy-duty
regional and global engineering center in Pune in June.
range offers, true to our
Pictured (left to right) are: Marcus Nyman, senior vice
‘Profit Technology’ tagline.”
president-strategy, IAC; Gajanan Gandhe, vice president,
According to the comSouth Asia operations, IAC; Pravin Akarte, head of
purchasing, VW; Sanjay Athavale, GM purchasing, Force
pany, BharatBenz products
are “made in India, made for Motors; and Steffen Heim, executive director, purchasing,
VW (image: IAC).
India” and are sold and serviced through a pan-Indian
With the ability to accommodate up
network of more than 130
to 150 employees, the dedicated engitouchpoints that are continuously
neering facility will provide design engiexpanded further also beyond the tier-2
neering and application development
and tier-3 cities.
support to domestic vehicle manufacturing programs for OEMs, such as
Mahindra and Tata, as well as to IAC
locations worldwide.
The facility opening frees approximately 650 m2 (7000 ft2) of space at
Automotive interior components suppliIAC’s existing Chaklan II, India facility,
er International Automotive
which the company says will be repurComponents (IAC) opened a new reposed to expand its manufacturing
gional and global engineering center in
operations providing additional producPune, India on June 15, continuing the
tion capacity and product offerings.
company’s global expansion. The open“IAC’s efforts in India align with our
ing increases IAC’s presence in India to
global strategy of providing customers
six locations throughout the country
with the regional program support
and 28 design, technical, and commerneeded, but also allows our North
cial centers around the world.
American, European and Asian engiMarked by a ribbon-cutting cereneering teams to work around the clock
mony, the 2415-m2 (25,569-ft2) facility
on customer projects,” said IAC Chief
will focus on application-development
Operating Officer Terry Gohl in a release
engineering to support the vehicle intecoinciding with the facility’s ribbon-cutrior needs of domestic and global custing event.
tomer programs.
In addition to the new facility in
“The newest IAC facility in Pune will
Pune, over the past 12 months IAC broke
further enhance our global integrated
ground on a manufacturing plant in
engineering solutions focused on the
Poland in February 2017, began producdevelopment of exceptional automotive
tion at a new Czech Republic plant in
interiors,” IAC Senior Vice President of
July 2016, and entered the South
Asia Operations Gajanan Gandhe said in
American market with a new plant in
a news statement.
Brazil in June 2016.

IAC expands with
new engineering
center in India
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Report
OFF-HIGHWAY POWERTRAIN

Using power dense flywheel hybrid technology
to cut fuel consumption of OH equipment
Off-highway
vehicles and
construction
equipment are
suitable for
Flybrid’s new
family of flywheel
modules.

Flybrid’s latest 600-series flywheel
energy recovery family of modules is
described as “compact and costeffective” (image: Flybrid).

Flywheel hybrid system developer Flybrid
is creating a family of flywheel modules
designed to enhance productivity and cut
operating costs of off-highway vehicles
and construction equipment. Designed to
supplement the main powertrain, the
modules can be connected hydraulically,
mechanically or electrically.
Flybrid, part of the Torotrak Group,
has developed its KERS (Kinetic Energy
Recovery System) for applications ranging from F1 race cars to buses. But now
it is widening its technology spectrum.
Richard Dunne, Flybrid’s Business
Development Manager, said: “Flywheels
are an incredibly power-dense method of
storing and releasing energy and a flywheel hybrid is a compact and cost-effective way to hybridize a machine.”
The initial new family of flywheel
modules is designated 600 Series and
spans an energy storage range from
150kJ to 600kJ, with the first production
example, the H-380, able to store up to
380kJ and integrate with a machine’s
hydraulic system. It would be suitable
for excavators weighing 20 to 45
tonnes, for example, or wheeled loads in
the 75 kW to 225 kW power range.
Dunne explained that the H-380 system harvests both kinetic and potential
energy that would otherwise be wasted
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during the machine’s operating cycle and
releases it at the required power during
the next cycle: “Examples include raising
and lowering the boom of an excavator
or the mast on a reach stacker; slewing
on an excavator or shuttling between
forward and reverse with a loader. It
delivers up to 210 kW of additional
power to the machine to significantly
improve productivity.”
He said that Flybrid demonstrated the
system in a vehicle program using its 210kW flywheel hybrid in a typical sub-130
kW (engine power), 22 tonne excavator.

Meaningful consumption
reductions, rigorous validation
Previous Flybrid customer applications
have demonstrated a fuel-consumption
reduction of 15% when used to recover
energy in a mobile machine—and typical
fuel-consumption reduction in load-leveling applications is 30%, added Dunne.
In the example of an excavator,
boom lowering is typically controlled by
throttling the return of flow from the
boom cylinder, wasting the available
energy by turning it to heat.
When a hydraulically-connected
Flybrid system is added to the excavator, this flow is diverted to a variable-displacement pump, which in turn
charges the flywheel. Due to the variable control of the pump, the flywheel
can be charged regardless of the available pressure level or the state-ofcharge of the flywheel (unlike an
accumulator), explained Dunne: “To
release the energy when raising the
boom, fluid is returned from the fly-

wheel-driven pump by controlling the
pump swash exactly at the pressure
demanded. Again, the pressure that can
be supplied is independent of the
energy remaining in the flywheel.”
He says he fully understands that
plant operators may be cautious—even
skeptical—when presented with an allnew technology in a business world
where reliability, robustness and quality
are absolute “musts” to avoid delays
caused by malfunctioning equipment.
So over the last 18 months, Flybrid has
focused its resources on productionizing
the H-380 system, working with its
off-highway partners to complete an
extensive validation program.
Dunne detailed part of the process:
“Flybrid has the capability to run full
flywheel hybrid systems and critical
sub-systems on test rigs at real-world
operating temperatures. As part of the
rig-based validation testing, full-life
durability testing has been completed.
Furthermore, this validation program
included operating the H-380 system in
a customer’s machine in a quarry. With
this in-machine testing, Flybrid was able
to show that its rig-based full- and
sub-system validation was an accurate
representation of real-world conditions.
As part of this validation program, we
also completed extreme inclination testing at operating angles beyond the
capabilities of a quarry machine.”
Previously, Flybrid developed hybrid
systems capable of reliably delivering
more than 1000 kW of additional power
in extreme environments both on- and
off-road, stated Dunne: “So we know
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Richard Dunne
says of Flybrid’s
technology:
“Flywheels are
an incredibly
power dense
method of
storing and
releasing
energy”
(image: Flybrid).

our H-380 product, that delivers 210 kW
of additional power, sits well within our
comfortable operating range. The
proven reliability, coupled with the high
power density of the system, makes it
an attractive option for operators.”
He explained that in addition to
recovering waste energy, the flywheel
hybrid system can be used to load-level
the engine. By “pre-charging” the flywheel, the energy can be used to smooth
the peak loading on the engine, which in
turn enables engine downsizing or
downspeeding to reduce fuel consumption without impairing functionality.
The Flybrid system is integrated with
the main machine control system,
designed to provide the same smooth
and predictable operability as on the
original machine. The control system of
the flywheel hybrid can be configured
to select the optimum source of energy
from multiple sources within the
machine’s hydraulic control system and
so will harvest the maximum amount of
energy during an operation cycle.
Flybrid is working with leading
off-highway equipment manufacturers to
implement flywheel hybrid systems in a
variety of machines and applications.
Apart from the production-ready H-380
Flybrid, the UK Advanced Propulsion
Centre (APC) recently announced a project involving Turner Powertrain Systems
Ltd. (a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Caterpillar Inc.) and Flybrid. During the
project an additional Flybrid product will
be developed to a production-ready status for installation in a range of
Caterpillar’s off-highway machines.
“The power dense Flybrid Flywheel
Hybrid System is well-matched to the
requirements of heavy-duty applications,” added Dunne. “It is designed for
over 20,000 hours’ life in extreme operating conditions.”
Stuart Birch
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Mahle tests for ‘mega knock’ in downsized
boosted engines
A comparison of a natural
LSPI event and normal
combustion is shown in this
MAHLE graph. (image:
MAHLE)

Low Speed Pre Ignition (LSPI) is an abnormal combustion event with the potential to cause catastrophic damage to
pistons and related components in
downsized engines.
Combining gasoline turbocharged
direct injection (GTDI) with downsized
cylinder displacements has enabled
automakers to reduce vehicle emissions
and increase fuel efficiency. But when
such engines operate in a low rpm/
high-torque conditions, the likelihood
of an LSPI event puts pistons and other
components at high risk.
“It’s very important for the future of
GTDI that we keep LSPI under control,
either by reducing the occurrence of
LSPI or by designing more robust engine
components,” explained Dr. Joachim
Wagenblast, Director of Product
Development North America for Engine
Systems and Components at Mahle USA.
The LSPI phenomenon, based on
current knowledge, can occur when the
air/fuel mixture ignites before normal
ignition timing. A single LSPI event can
produce cylinder pressures higher than
300 bar (4351 psi), resulting in a ‘mega’

Image shows damage to a piston caused
by low-speed pre-ignition (LSPI)
events. (image: MAHLE)

combustion knock.
To better understand the causes and
effects of an LSPI event, Mahle researchers in Michigan and Germany have
devised new testing procedures to better
understand the causes and effects. One
testing protocol involves intentionally
inducing LSPI events through spark
advance. In this testing scenario, engine
parts are ranked for robustness based on
the number of LSPI events that occur
before component failure.
Another method, referred to as a ‘natural’ LSPI test cycle, bypasses the need
for intentionally induced spark advance.
“We’re putting in place special conditions that will lead to a more natural LSPI
event. For instance, we’re using an oil
that we know will increase the propensity of an LSPI event,” Dr. Wagenblast
told Mobility Engineering. He pointed out
that the oil used for testing typically isn’t
used in field applications.
Researchers want to address LSPI
triggers as a way to reduce or eliminate
these unwanted, uncontrolled events.
Certain driving scenarios can be LSPI
event triggers. “It depends very much
on how the vehicle is driven,” he said.
“For example, if you’re driving a pickup
truck or an SUV with a heavy tow-load
and you stomp on the accelerator, an
LSPI event will probably happen.”
LSPI test cycle component failures
include damage to the coatings, skirts
and ring lands of pistons. Mahle engineers
are evaluating several potential solutions
for increasing component robustness,
such as incorporating a high-strength ring
carrier into a piston’s first ring land.
Kami Buchholz
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AEROSPACE MATERIALS

Lockheed Martin shows big support for Metamaterial
Technologies’ smart-materials research

MTI’s Rolling Mask Lithography (RML)
is an optical lithography method and allows
users to fabricate both positive and negative
nanopatterns from the same mask. RML also does
not have a “nanoimprint residual layer,” which
makes process integration (substrate etch or
photoresist lift-off) much easier.

The Royal Canadian Air Force
replaced an aging fleet of Lockheed
CC-130 Hercules aircraft in 2014.
The 17 new Lockheed Martin C-130J
Super Hercules aircraft fulfill cargo
and transport operations.

MTI’s NanoWeb technology is transparent, durable, can be thermoformed, and is
conductive at low voltage.
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Metamaterial Technologies Inc. (MTI),
which recently signed a $5.6M agreement
with Lockheed Martin to further develop
its metaSOLAR product, looks to enter
the solar power market by providing advanced photovoltaic technology to the
aerospace and defense industry.
According to George Palikaras,
Founder and CEO of MTI, “metaSOLAR
will be ideal for harvesting energy in the
transportation industry beyond aviation.”
The metaSOLAR technology incorporates MTI’s existing “NanoWeb”
material—a transparent conductor made
of a nanostructured thin metal layer of
continuous lightweight wire mesh. The
mesh lines are sub-micron and invisible
to the naked eye, resulting in a material
that is highly conductive; can operate
using very little power; and remains
clear, transparent, and suitable for flight.
According to MTI, NanoWeb can be
fabricated onto any glass or plastic surface, using almost any type of metal,
including silver, aluminum, platinum,
copper, and nickel.
MTI works with smart materials and
photonics and specializes in metamaterial research, nanofabrication, and computational electromagnetics. The
company has developed a new class of
optical smart materials that focuses on
interaction with light. Its patented solar
technology has been engineered to collect, trap, and absorb solar light from all
directions at wide angles, significantly
improving efficiency and removing the
need for complex mechanisms that
allow collectors to track the sun.
“Metamaterials are in essence the
materials of the future. MTI is pioneering large scale affordable nanofabrication technology that can push the
boundaries for crystalline silicon solar
efficiency and create very thin form
factors for solar cells,” says Harry
Atwater, Howard Hughes Professor and
Professor of Applied Physics and
Materials Science at the California
Institute of Technology.
The metaSOLAR material will be
applied using MTI’s patented Rolling
Mask Lithography (RML) nano-fabrication process. The RML method employs
a parallel patterning scheme easily scalable to large areas of rigid substrate
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materials (plates and panels) and rolls
of flexible films. It combines the advantages of soft lithography and near-field
optical lithography, and has proven to
reliably fabricate nano-structures
beyond the diffraction limit.
This process allows MTI to produce
smart materials made from a variety of
substrates such as glass, metal semiconductors, and polymer films—and
enables the manipulation of light, such
as blocking, absorbing, or enhancing.
RML uses near-field phase shift photolithography which can be implemented as a continuous, seamless, and
scalable manufacturing process. Its
versatility is advancing MTI’s smart
material research and helping to produce new metamaterial solutions that
span industrial sectors and productsfrom medical imaging systems to satellites orbiting the Earth.
To alter how light interacts with
metamaterials, MTI engineers a patterned nano-structure that is modelled,
optimized and then transferred onto a
soft cylindrical photomask. The RML
uses the mask to pattern photosensitive
materials deposited on a surface.
Then the pattern is used as an etch
mask for subsequent etching a substrate (glass, semiconductor), or as
template for nano-structuring metals or
other functional materials. In order to
create a desired pattern on the surface,
the RML equipment uses ultraviolet
(UV) illumination as the mask rolls
across the photosensitive film.
In its continued development of
metaSOLAR, MTI has signed an
Investment Framework Agreement
under Canada’s Defence Procurement
Strategy (DPS) Industrial and
Technological Benefits (ITB) policy with
Lockheed Martin.
The ITB policy, announced in February
2014, requires successful suppliers to
invest in Canada an amount equal to the
defense contract that they have won.
Lockheed Martin is making these investments as part of its ITB obligations for
the in-service support of the C-130J. This
marks Lockheed Martin’s first solar-technology investment in Canada.
William Kucinski
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OFF-HIGHWAY MECHATRONICS

Mechatronics technology offers
improvements in performance and efficiency
As a company founded on
innovation, Dana Inc. has
been a technology leader
since Clarence Spicer invented the encased universal joint in 1904 and
changed the trajectory of
the vehicle industry. The
needs of vehicle buyers
have drastically evolved
since then, and technology
has rapidly progressed in
order to achieve leaps in
efficiency and performance.
Dana continues to move
the industry forward today
by addressing the challenges presented by
advancing technology and
the evolution of mobility—
global megatrends that are
impacting engineering,
design and manufacturing.
Vehicle evolution is now driven by
ever-increasing requirements for safety,
mobility, and productivity along with
global emissions and fuel efficiency standards. OEMs and suppliers must meet
the demand for full-systems engineering
capabilities beyond isolated mechanical,
hydraulic and pneumatic systems.
Gains achieved from lightweighting,
direct fuel injection and turbocharging
have been vital to achieving significant
improvements in performance and efficiency. However, mechanical solutions
alone cannot solve these challenges.
Integrated electronics and software
solutions are key for overall system
design strategies.
One example is the emergence of
smart, connected vehicles, which have
quickly increased demands for
improved safety, connectivity and driver
productivity across all vehicle markets.
Another example of the global need for
innovation is the “Made in China 2025”
initiative to upgrade Chinese industry.
This comprehensive plan to drive innovation into manufacturing places a priority on new, high-efficiency
manufacturing solutions for new vehicles and equipment.
With roots in many other engineering
disciplines, the field of mechatronics has

Hydromechanical variable transmissions
from Dana Rexroth feature a power-split
design and reduce fuel consumption by
decreasing engine speeds throughout
the duty cycle and also at idle.

emerged as an innovation driver. This
multidisciplinary field combines mechanical engineering, electronics and software in an integrated design process
that allows new products to be developed in a cost-effective way with greater
efficiency. Mechatronics has been called
the new language of the automobile, and
its principles also apply to other vehicle
segments to generate simpler, economical systems with greater reliability.
The term “mechatronics” was coined
by Tetsuro Mori, an engineer for Yaskawa
Electric Corp. in 1969, and it has been
studied in Europe and parts of Asia for
many years. But the U.S. manufacturing
industry is just beginning to embrace this
design philosophy to its full extent, and
there are many benefits to reap.

Fostering a hybrid discipline

Mechatronics integrates several disciplines, and the field requires uniquely hybrid engineers with a background across
multiple competencies. A thorough understanding of mechanics, electronics and
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Dana is developing e-axles with fully integrated motor and gearbox for various
segments, including electric transit buses and city delivery vehicles. Shown is the
Spicer Helios Integrated E-Axle.

software is required.
The sophistication of equipment is
growing at an accelerated rate, and
manufacturers are increasingly adopting
mechatronic technology to achieve performance and efficiency gains in the
next generation of vehicles. Dana has an
entire facility dedicated to the study of
this methodology for engineering and
design. The Dana Mechatronics
Technology Center in Rovereto, Italy, is
located in the noted Polo della
Meccatronica di Rovereto, a cluster of
companies, university departments,
research centers and other industrial
accelerators devoted to mechatronics.
The center is used to identify and
leverage mechatronics system development opportunities with off-highway
equipment manufacturers, facilitate
co-development and networking
opportunities with high-tech collaborators, and attract engineering talent.
Dana is also developing significant
mechatronics capabilities in its other
global technical centers to support the
light vehicle, commercial vehicle, and
off-highway markets.

Realizing the potential of
mechatronics
Early mechatronics applications solved
basic challenges and proved the value
of these complex systems. For example,
intelligent safety features incorporating
sensors such as anti-lock brake systems
(ABS) have become an almost standard
light vehicle feature, improving traction
and stability control.
But now, challenges such as fuel efficiency, autonomous vehicles and electrification require solutions that are much
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more complex. Dana is actively developing a wide selection of leading-edge
technologies to transform passive drivetrain components into intelligent, powerful systems for boosting performance
across a range of vehicle markets.
The Spicer Electrified portfolio of
fully integrated motor, control, and
e-drive technologies is designed to
advance electric and hybrid propulsion
systems. Dana is working with automotive manufacturers to develop allwheel-drive (AWD) e-axles that deliver
superior performance, packaging and
reliability while meeting customer
demand for AWD functionality paired
with traditional front-wheel-drive capability. Additionally, Dana’s new Spicer
Electrified e-axles for electric transit
buses and city delivery vehicles feature
a fully integrated motor and gearbox
and leverage our vast experience in
chassis drivetrain applications. These
e-axles are planned for launch in 2018.
In the off-highway market, Spicer
Smart Suite technology has been developed as a platform of fully integrated,
connected-vehicle features that converts
operating data from the drivetrain to
enhance productivity, improve operator
and machine safety, and reduce total
operating costs. This integrated system
collects, manages, analyzes, communicates and acts on data sourced from the
drivetrain, including load monitoring,
condition monitoring, torque management, speed sensing, and steering sensing. This technology provides useful
information to end users and fleet management centers, allowing critical alerts
and analysis to be shared on vehicle central display panels and via tablets. It is

also designed to take data and analysis a
step further by performing key functions
independent of operator intervention.
The first application of Spicer Smart
Suite technology is a new intelligent
load monitoring system (ILMS) for telehandlers. While traditional load monitoring technology collects
measurements from a single remotemounted or retrofitted load cell on the
rear axle, Spicer ILMS uses data from
across the vehicle to prevent tip-overs
more effectively, provide better estimates of static loads, and supply more
intelligent calibration management.
Hydromechanical variable transmission (HVT) technology is another example of mechatronic design in current
use. A product of the joint venture
between Dana and Bosch Rexroth, HVTs
from Dana Rexroth feature a power-split design and significantly reduce
fuel consumption by decreasing engine
speeds throughout the duty cycle and
also at idle. Dana Rexroth HVTs enable
sensitive, precise vehicle positioning
with a stepless drive that offers
improved acceleration while maintaining tractive effort. The HVT system
designed by Dana Rexroth helps reduce
complexity, as the entire system of
gears, clutches, and hydrostatic units is
managed by an advanced electronic
control unit (ECU).
Mechatronics delivers benefits for
drivetrain systems, but the technology
is also playing a growing role in work
circuit products. Electronically controlled hydraulics provide smoother
operation as well as higher precision
and repeatability. Dana’s line of Brevini
fluid power systems includes a range of
electronic control systems and valves
that can sense and respond to conditions as they change, helping to automate decision making, optimize
efficiency, and improve safety.
Dana’s R&D efforts have allowed us to
draw upon an extensive portfolio of innovations to provide our customers with
optimal solutions quickly and cost-effectively. Our mission is to continuously
improve the performance and efficiency
of vehicles and machines, and we are
positioned to leverage our technology,
processes and talent to help customers
utilize the benefits of mechatronics in all
of the end markets that we serve.
by George Constand, Chief Technical Officer
at Dana Inc.
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High carbon dioxide concentration in a
small area, such as a passenger-car cabin, is a health hazard. For many years, the
outside-air flap on most HVAC systems
was notched so that in recirculation there
always was some “fresh” air flowing into
the cabin. Even without the notch, the
vehicle body was relatively leaky and the
blower switch didn’t have an off position,
just a low speed to purge stale air.
To improve A/C performance, the
recirculation switch (or Max A/C position) in newer vehicles permits shutting
off outside air. Now there’s even a U.S.
EPA fuel economy credit because this
approach improves fuel economy.
However, for passenger comfort in
regions with high ambient temperatures,
shutting off outside air is common.

Comfort level just 0.1%

This has an obvious effect on passenger-compartment air quality and CO2
buildup from human respiration can affect passengers. As Dr. G.D. Mathur, senior manager for test and development
at CalsonicKansei North America, pointed out in a 2017 SAE World Congress
(WCX17) presentation, just 0.1% concentration is the comfort limit. The EPA’s
short-term exposure limit (15 min) of 3%
and a maximum exposure of 4% in the
breathing zone was promulgated only

Cabin CO2 Concentrations (ppm)

CO2 buildup in vehicle cabins becoming a safety issue
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EFFECT ON AN AVERAGE ADULT
Normal air
Comfort limit
Increase in the breathing rate
50% increase in the breathing rate
100% increase in breathing rate, 10 minutes short term
exposure limit (PEL)
300% increase in breathing rate; headache and sweating may
begin in 1 hour. Note this is tolerated by most persons, but is
physical burdening.
STEL
Headache after 10 to 15 minutes, dizziness, buzzing in ears,
rise in blood pressure, high pulse rate, excitation and nausea.
Cramps after a few minutes, epileptic fits, loss of
consciousness, a sharp drop in blood pressure. Note the victims
will recover quickly in fresh air.
Symptoms similar to those of stroke.
Unconsciousness in 24 second.

CO2 levels and their effects on passengers.

The recirculation position on the HVAC
switch can shut off outside air. With the
“Max A/C” label, it’s the hot-weather
choice.
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for R-744 air conditioning (carbon dioxide used as a refrigerant), to address a
large leak, not a human-caused buildup.
ASHRAE (American Society Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning
Engineers) says the comfort limit for
CO2 concentration is 700 ppm over the
ambient level, which is approximately
400 ppm, for a total of 1100 ppm
(0.11%).
CO2 sensors provide one avenue for
automotive control, but more likely is
the timed approach used by some

manufacturers (10-20 minutes at a
time in recirculation). However, there
is a need to maintain maximum recirculation to meet the intent of the
EPA credits.
For all the modeling and the limited testing that has been done in this
area, Mathur noted that better data is
needed to cover vehicle ageing. Most
new vehicles start life with triple-sealing of the doors and glass areas, but
seals deteriorate over time. A
researcher can model CO2 buildup
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based on number of passengers against
cabin volume, air leakage and blower
flow rate. However, there is great variability in exhalation CO2 for passenger
activity level (sitting quietly vs. parent
screaming at a youngster in high activity, for example).
There also is a major difference in
human lung capacity, and work on
R-744 air conditioning systems has led
to studies on that subject, showing a
range of 3.8% to 5.8% CO2 (38,00058,000 ppm) in human respiration.
Mathur’s research led him to quantify
lung capacity at 1.65 L/min, which he
said matched well with previous work
he had performed. It indicates a buildup
to 1100 ppm—just over the comfort
level—within the first 4-5 min of a simulated test drive. With a vehicle range of
over 500 mi/800 km, an eight-hour trip
can raise CO2 concentration to dangerous levels.

CO2 effect on vehicle crashes

Mathur noted several deaths recorded
by the Arizona Dept. of Transportation
were blamed on crashes from CO2 buildup affecting the driver. The attributions
were validated by blood analysis of the
crash victims, indicating the issue is real-world.
Although he had no specific data,
Mathur said that research also needs to
consider possible contributions from
carbon monoxide (CO). He observed
that in recirculation there is no positive
pressure in the cabin, so with exhaust
and underbody seams leakage, CO can
penetrate. The level would be subject to
great variability based on the exhaust
system and vehicle. If it reaches a level
of 30 ppm, it is likely to cause passenger headaches.
Prior to Mathur’s presentation, the
SAE Interior Climate Control Committee
had discussed this subject at its previous meeting and a call was issued for a
working group. The purpose was
described as to focus only on occupants
respiration, not leakage from an R-744
system. Participants would agree on
vehicle interior volume, passenger volume, air exchange rate, drive cycle, also
engine off and at idle. Testing would be
performed with a CO2 cylinder, and specific settings for vehicle sensors and
HVAC operation, including possible preconditioning.
Paul Weissler
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AUTOMOTIVE SIMULATION

Exa simulation aims to keep ADAS
sensors clean

A vehicle this soiled by snow, slush, mud or dirt may compromise the effectiveness of
its ADAS sensor suite that is vital for operational safety.

Looking “backwards” will soon become
increasingly necessary for aerodynamics engineers and simulation specialists.
In this case, it’s about the industry’s interest in abandoning exterior rearview
mirrors in favor of small cameras, partly
to reduce the vehicle’s coefficient of
drag (Cd) for improved fuel efficiency
and also to enhance safety systems
to provide a wide-angle view around
and behind a vehicle.
A key element of that is ensuring the
clearest vision possible in a wide range
of road conditions, including those that
would create camera-lens soiling.
Visualization and simulation software
specialist Exa Corp.’s teams now are
focusing on this vital and sometimes
overlooked aspect of ADAS (advanced
driver assistance systems) development

and integration. After all, users are hardly
likely to carry a chamois cloth to clean
mirror glass or onboard sensors.
Exa’s Executive Vice President, Ales
Alajbegovic, explains the alternatives:
“Design iterations with various underbody components, aerodynamic devices
and shape factors can be used to find
the best balance between aerodynamics
and [sensor] soiling performance. They
can dramatically alter the wake location
and motion, and influence the trajectory, of rain particles which could interfere with cameras.”

Simulating the lifecycle of
raindrops
Cameras have been seen as obvious
replacements for hefty fender or
door-mounted mirrors for many years,

Dirt deposition on side and rear of a vehicle (left) and after aerodynamics’ modification
(right), with side body coverage noticeably decreased and rear area soiling slightly
increased. This demonstrates the potential for subtle control of vehicle body soiling.
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Revealed at the 2017 Geneva Motor Show: Mercedes-AMG GT Concept with rearview
cameras instead of door mirrors.

but their development and acceptance
(for safety reasons) path has been extremely difficult. The ultra-low-volume
(250 units) Volkswagen XL1 demonstrated that rear-view cameras could
meet requirements. In testing an XL1
during its 2014 debut the author found
them surprisingly acceptable in both
city traffic and high speed motorway
scenarios in Europe.
At Exa, where extensive vehicle
anti-soiling work (snow, water and dirt) is
underway using its PowerFLOW software
to help keep the vehicle’s greenhouse
clear for maximum visibility, the likelihood
of conventional exterior mirrors becoming
obsolete is being taken seriously.
Said Alajbegovic: “Firstly, cameras
should be placed in areas that are not
exposed directly to large raindrops and
rivulets on the surface of their surface.
PowerFLOW simulates the lifecycle of
raindrops as they approach the vehicle,
break up due to the aerodynamic flow
field, splash on the surface, are entrained
into the vehicle wake, and are deposited
on the vehicle’s surfaces.”
Cutlines and other bodywork features could be added to a vehicle’s surface to control water film motion. “We
see this a lot today on mirror housings,”
he explained.
Some solutions already exist for keep-
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ing exterior rearview cameras clean,
including a jet of water followed by a
puff of air. But this type can be avoided,
Alajbegovic noted, through early design
improvements “using more simulation
and concurrent evaluation of aerodynamics and soiling at each design stage
of a vehicle.”
As for the application of PowerFLOW
to assess hydrophobic and hydrophilic
coatings on cameras and sensors to
assess their ability to keep a camera lens
clean, Alajbegovic confirms: “This capability is still under development.”

Gaining more accuracy

Digital anti-soiling simulation work will
be particularly significant in the upcoming world of sensor-controlled, fully autonomous vehicles. The prospect
of exponential test requirements is
costly and time consuming. But it is
not just futuristic vision systems to
which Exa is applying PowerFLOW’s
capability. It is also used to achieve
better management of contaminants
on the surface and in the air, on and
around a whole vehicle.
As previously reported, (http://articles.sae.org/15034/), Land Rover used
it during development of the 2017
Discovery. Engineers ran more than
1000 simulations to better manage dirt

and water management, obviating the
need to use sometimes limited capability climatic wind tunnels. Exa’s highly
repeatable particle simulations can be
combined with real world predictions
by including realistic wind conditions in
simulations including turbulence
caused by traffic, states the company.
The work generates a more accurate
prediction of the level of soiling and
spray patterns experienced in a vehicle’s daily use.
Exa recently launched its new
PowerFLOW 5.4 software, designed to
further improve real-world accuracy and
the digital simulation process. The
robust release “will enable engineers to
predict even more accurately how new
vehicle designs will perform and interact with their environments,” said
Senior Vice President and marketing
boss Suresh Sundaram. It will also help
keep vehicle sensors clean for safe,
autonomous driving “and understanding the effects of variable road conditions on vehicle performance, fuel
efficiency and range.”

Simulating sprayer coverage

During an initial assessment and
cross-correlation exercises between
simulation and experiment, BMW was
able to verify the potential and robustness of the Exa PowerFLOW water-management capabilities in relation
to windscreen sprayer modules, the
company revealed. The sprayer modules are provided by suppliers to BMW
and functional targets are set for the
installation configuration on the series
vehicle. The targets for the sprayer operation are subject to numerous vehicle
aerodynamic considerations.
BMW simulation specialist Holger
Gau noted: “We have worked with the
Exa PowerFLOW water-management
application to assess its potential in the
BMW engineering cycles, and to
develop a process where, given the
sprayer properties, simulation can predict the sprayer coverage over the
entire operating range of the vehicle.
We see growing requirements for water
management simulation applications.”
Gau said BMW expects that future
simulation may address topics such as
side-window soiling, backlight visibility
and others.
Stuart Birch
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DSD’s low-cost 12V hybrid aims for small cars
As hybrid solutions for vehicles gain
broader applications, reducing cost
in technology-dense systems that demand 48V power is a constant challenge. It is particularly important for
A-segment cars, superminis and microcars and equally vital for emerging
markets such as India, which have traffic-clogged major cities.
To this goal, driveline and transmission engineering specialist Drive System
Design (DSD) recently revealed a
mild-hybrid concept that it claims offers
up to 60% of the energy recovery typically achieved by more sophisticated
(and costly) full hybrids. And it can be
done using 12V electrical architecture as
a major contributor to cost control.
According to DSD Technical Director
Alex Tylee-Birdsall, the new concept “is
especially suitable for small vehicles
with manual or automated-manual
transmissions.” He adds that significant
CO2 vehicle emissions reductions can’t
be achieved while the hybrid population
of vehicles globally remains low. So
small, high-volume hybrids would make
a significant contribution.
DSD’s system connects a 12V electric
machine via a freewheel device on the
output (road wheel) side of a car’s
transmission. It is compatible with
manual gearboxes and facilitates
engine-off mode while the e-machine
provides creep and hill-hold functionality, Tylee-Birdsall claims. The system
also provides a coast or sailing mode
when the accelerator is released, reducing torque-effect interruption during a
gearshift (typically an AMT downside).
And when the engine is switched off,
the system continues to provide electrical
power. It will deliver what Tylee-Birdsall
describes as “significant CO2 savings.”
The freewheel device facilitates
engine and transmission decoupling
from the road wheel, thus reducing
drag. According to DSD engineers,
mathematical modeling has demonstrated that a 12V machine on a small
car could achieve more than 60% of the
energy recovery of a full-hybrid system,
obviating the need for an additional
high-voltage battery pack, DC-DC converter and associated control systems.
As hybrids steadily gain market
share, OEM and Tier 1 suppliers’
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DSD 12V e-machine
with freewheel-intransmission concept.

DSD recently
expanded its
transmission and
driveline test
center by adding
three test cells.

requirements are growing. To support
its own and the industry’s testing
needs, DSD has expanded its test facility capabilities, developing it to meet
the particular challenges of determining driveline efficiency.
R&D work is concentrating on robust
low-noise gear design for high-volume
production, in addition to efficiency
improvements for axle and transmissions
and lightweighting and e-drive solutions
for both pure EV and hybrid architectures. In the recently expanded transmission and driveline test center, three new
test cells were commissioned, bringing
the total to ten. The company states that
to maximize the value of the expanded
facility, it has developed in-house techniques designed to solve the problem of
determining driveline efficiency.

Rob Oliver, the company’s
Chief Engineer, explains: “As torque
capacity increases, the differences we
are looking for become a smaller proportion of the maximum figure. To
improve measurement accuracy, we
have developed our own techniques for
the calibration of torque transducers
which help overcome this.”
The test facility also has the capability to enable hydraulics systems to be
combined with their electronics before
assembly in the transmission.
DSD’s largest test cell incorporates
five electrical machines having output
motors capable of 7000 N·m (5163 lb·ft)
and 700 kW 939 hp), catering to 4WD
and HEVs, plus drivelines of small cars
to trucks and off-highway vehicles.
Stuart Birch
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Kubota goes ‘big’ with first-ever 200-hp
diesel engine
The first offering in Kubota’s new 09 Series
range is the 5-L, 210-hp V5009 diesel
engine which will be Tier 4 Final and EU
Stage V ready when mass production
begins in 2020. (image: Kubota)

Known for its compact diesel engines
below 100 hp (75 kW), Kubota unveils
its first diesel engine above that threshold, the 5-L V5009 with an output of
210 hp (157 kW) at 2200 rpm. The new
4-cylinder engine will be Tier 4 Final
and EU Stage V ready when mass production begins in 2020.
With its new 09 Series of diesel
engines, Kubota ultimately will expand
its offerings from 100 to 200 hp.
Engineers expect to have all engineering and supply work for the new
V5009, the first engine in the 09 Series,
completed ahead of the upcoming
Stage V emissions standards, which
take effect in 2019 or 2020 depending
on engine output.
Aftertreatment devices include a
diesel particulate filter (DPF) and selective catalytic reduction (SCR).
“The uniqueness of this engine is we
are bringing out 210 hp from only five
liters and four cylinders,” Ko Shiozaki,
product manager in Engine Global
Marketing at Kubota Corp., told Mobility
Engineering. “If you look around, there
are a couple engine manufacturers providing 210 [hp] out of six cylinders, or
maybe higher displacement, but we have
made it very compact.”
The engine is small enough to be
easily installed in customers’ current
machines, he said. “Our customers have
some machines that require higher output and have been asking to get more
output. So we’ve been working to make
the higher horsepower with the existing
[platform], but going above 150 or 170
hp, we’ve got to work on something
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completely new,” he explained. Thus,
the 09 Series engine platform, with
newly designed engine block, crankcase
and cylinder heads for the 5-L.
The engine design team opted for a
ladder frame structure to ensure durability and maintain strong rigidity. A
variety of power take-off (PTO) options
have been added for different accessories such as hydraulic pumps for ease of
use. In addition, the engine is equipped
with hydraulic lash adjusters and an
automatic belt tensioner to improve
maintainability.
Shiozaki noted two keys to achieving
high output and low fuel consumption
with the V5009: securing the intake airflow through high-pressure turbocharging, and achieving high in-cylinder
pressure through combustion matching.
“To have the higher output, we have
very high combustion in the cylinders
which generates a lot of heat, so we
need to make it as cool as possible otherwise we will lose efficiency or we’ll
lose robustness,” he said.
For enhanced cooling performance,
engineers made considerable improvements to the water cooling channel.
“Fortunately, we have a foundry company within Kubota,” Shiozaki said.
“Having the same Kubota terminologies,
the engineers can talk with the foundry
[folks] and come up with a new design.”
A 4.3-L diesel engine variant will also
be available in 2020 as part of the 09
Series. It will use the same platform and
footprint, with an output in the range of
120 to 130 kW (160 to 174 hp), according to Shiozaki.
“It’s exciting. This is a really big surprise for the customers because they
never thought of Kubota as bringing out
200-hp engines,” he said.
Applications for the V5009 diesel
include construction equipment and
material handling like telehandlers and
forklifts, which require low speed high
torque.
Ryan Gehm
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Delphi and Tula show
NVH benefits from
Dynamic Skip Fire
Delphi and partner Tula Technology
have revealed test data showing NVH
reduction benefits with use of their
jointly-developed Dynamic Skip Fire
(DSF) cylinder-deactivation system that
was designed to reduce engine fuel
consumption and emissions.
Speaking at the 2017 Vienna Motor
Symposium, Martin Verschoor, Vice
President Engineering, Delphi
Powertrain Systems, said the DSF system delivers its efficiency benefits “with
unchanged perception of NVH even in
turbocharged, downsized 4-cylinder
engines.” Delphi is claiming its DSF system can deliver greater than 10% reduction in CO2 emissions, depending on the
engine application.
The Tula-designed system has been
the subject of various SAE Technical
Papers since its 2013 debut as well as
presentations at WCX17 (the 2017 SAE
World Congress) and the 2016 and 2017
Vienna symposia. Now approaching
production configuration, DSF is
claimed to be the industry’s first fully-variable engine cylinder-deactivation
technology.
Systems development currently is
focused on 4- and 3-cylinder engines,
including a Volkswagen 1.8-L TSi
demonstrator that was discussed at
WCX17. Tula’s early DSF development
focused successfully on a GM smallblock V8 installed in a fullsize SUV.
During DSF operation, the decision to
fire or skip a cylinder is made immediately
prior to each ignition event, with each
event considered independently and in
sequence. DSF also allows all-cylinder
cutoff during deceleration. Many factors
are considered when deciding which cylinders to fire; these include torque
demand, NVH characteristics of the
engine and the frequencies and amplitudes that must be avoided to eliminate
any impact on occupant comfort.

Avoiding resonant frequencies

Although occupants of vehicles fitted
with production cylinder deactivation
systems may not be aware of NVH effects as the system triggers, Delphi and
Tula believe there is a need to smooth
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Delphi’s cylinder
deactivating roller
finger follower
(image: Delphi)

even subtle changes. The partners have
thus focused on gaining deep knowledge of the effects of frequencies and
amplitudes of vibration. Active management of NVH will allow more aggressive
calibrations of the cylinder deactivation
system, leading to further CO2 and fuel
savings without compromising refinement, state the companies.
The companies have carried out significant research into human perception
of, and sensitivity to, vibration. Testing
their findings on a range of vehicle platforms, they have tailored their control
algorithms to avoid sequences that
excite those vibrations that vehicle
operators and passengers can feel, typically 0.5 to 20 Hz.
The knowledge of frequencies and
sequences that will be imperceptible to
vehicle occupants dramatically reduces
the calibration effort required by Tula,
Delphi and their OEM customers.
Another commonly experienced
source of NVH-related discomfort is due
to the natural resonant frequencies of
the vehicle. These can be excited by the
engine, leading to noise and vibration.
Because the DSF firing frequency is no
longer directly coupled to the crankshaft frequency, calibration of the Tula
algorithms allows these resonant frequencies to be completely avoided.
Tula CEO Scott Bailey revealed to
Mobility Engineering the new focus on
4-cylinder downsized/boosted applications for DSF over two years ago,
explaining that these represent global
vehicles. The VW Jetta mule uses Tula-
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created algorithms and a Delphi GDi
fuel system and engine controller.
Significant mechanical aspects also
include Delphi’s Deactivation Roller
Finger Follower (DRFF) valve control
system. Described by the company as
an “advanced variable valve actuation
technology” it uses a rocker arm mechanism working with a 3-lobe cam that
switches between full and zero-lift profiles.
Full cylinder deactivation can be
achieved in a single cam revolution at
speeds up to 3000 rpm, states Delphi.
High valve spring loads are unnecessary.

DSF + 48V coming next

The two companies report that studies
using this engine have shown what is
described as “excellent correlation” of
NVH characteristics between operation
without DSF and with the system activated. Results for different levels of firing density are stated to have shown
that a more aggressive calibration (i.e.
more cylinder deactivation, placing
higher loads on each firing cylinder to
increase efficiency) can be implemented with no reduction in refinement discernible to vehicle occupants.
The Delphi team also is developing a
turbo-GDi demonstrator vehicle that
integrates DSF with Delphi’s 48V
mild-hybrid system. Integrated control
of the two systems has been designed
to achieve smooth torque delivery even
at low engine speeds and firing densities. When the demonstrator is fully
optimized, the combined system is
expected to deliver a total CO2 reduction of up to 20% compared to the
4-cylinder turbo-GDi baseline engine.

Dynamic Skip Fire in action.
(image: Delphi and Tula)

Stuart Birch
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Model maturity assessment and certification—a vision
In the past couple of decades, the performance, reliability, and safety assessments performed using predictive capability for electromechanical systems
have been on the rise. Such capability
has a tremendous impact during the
product development cycle to shorten
development times and reduce downstream design changes. However, no
standard exists in the truck and
off-highway engineering design industry
for representing the degree to which a
model (i.e., complex predictive and simulation models, such as those from
Simulink, FE, CFD, etc.) has been validated. Such a standard can enable engineers and managers with a tool to assess the maturity of predictive capability itself. This article presents three important factors providing a basis for
why such a standard is required, how it
can benefit the industry in the future,
what is available in other industries, and
what is required for developing a standard applicable for this industry.

Why a standard is required

First, with an increase in adoption of
predictive capability approaches in
product design and development, there
is a parallel increase, perhaps non-linearly, in the number of modeling and
simulation (M&S) software that helps to
achieve a design firm’s predictive capability goal. Although it’s good to have a
wide range of software products available in the market for making a choice—
whether or not to purchase a new one
or to transit from one to another—it in-

Scenario I

OEM

(a)

(b)

Design Proposal
Supplier’s
M&S Team

Supplier

Figure 1. Use of M&S result in an OEM’s design decision process. (image: JLG)

volves a degree of risk from the buyer’s
standpoint. The risk is to estimate which
software is more reliable in terms of the
fundamental elements that contribute
to M&S: (i) Physics modeling fidelity; (ii)
code verification; (iii) solution verification; and (iv) model validation and uncertainty quantification.
Software manufacturers diligently
work to address these factors during
the development cycle. However, there
is a “confidence building” phase in
which the software seller works with the
buyer to demonstrate their software’s
performance capability, which can be
time-consuming, costly and limits
resources’ availability for both parties.
Second, the increased reliance on the
supplier’s M&S data to support design
decisions during product development
presents risk, specifically in an extended
enterprise business format. Figure 1
illustrates how a buyer (typically an
OEM) has to rely on M&S results to
choose an advanced tire design for a

Scenario II

Model Validation
Domain
Model Application
Domain

X2

Requirements
Doc

X2

X1

set of design requirements.
As suppliers commit to their design
based on their M&S results, buyers also
commit and absorb the associated risk.
The downside is buyers are unaware if
the model validation conforms to their
application domain. For instance, using
an on-highway tire structural model to
predict tire performance for an
off-highway application is a potential
source of risk (see Scenario III in Figure
2) because the modeling parameters
(e.g., road to tire contact model) may
not be applicable to both domains
(on-highway and off-highway).
Mismatch between a model’s validation
and buyer’s application domain may
manifest as a product failure after
24-36 months of product development
effort. The ideal scenario would be
Scenario I (ref Figure 2), but how a
buyer can ensure whether a Scenario II
or I is satisfied is not yet formalized.
The third factor involves a model-reuse scenario wherein an engineer relies

Scenario III
X2

X1

X1

Decision Risk Level based on M&S Results

Low
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Medium

High

Figure 2. Different
level of validation
and application
domain of a
model and their
associated
decision risk level.
(image: JLG)
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ELEMENT

Maturity
Level 0

Representation
and Geometric
Fidelity

Maturity
Level 1

Maturity Maturity
Level 2
Level 3

Assessed

Required

Physics and
Material Model
Fidelity

Assessed
Required
Assessed
Required

Code
Verification
Solution
Verification

Uncertainty
Quantification
and Sensitivity
Analysis

Required

Assessed

Model
Validation

Assessed

Required

Assessed

Required

Figure 4. An example of a model
assessment chart. (image: Sandia
Report 2007-5948)

Figure 3. A vehicle model showing engine compartment (above) and air circulation
plot (below) from the simulation. (image: JLG)

on a previously built predictive model
for evaluating engineering changes
(Figure 3, for example). An engineer
reusing the model for a change evaluation and the engineer developing the
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model, in some instances, are different
for a multitude of reasons. However, the
model created stays within a design
firm’s database, and reusing it is the
best course of action.

The challenge at this point is to bear
the risk of the model outcome with little
knowledge about the extent of model
validation. He/she has to spend time in
learning about the model and develop a
self-assessment on the extent of model
validation. How long one spends on the
self-assessment activity depends on the
model complexity and his or her experience. In a large-scale design project,
these delays are unaffordable. In addition, using an uncalibrated model with
an assumption that it is previously validated and skipping the self-assessment
activity could be detrimental in an engineering change scenario. Thus, the time
invested in this activity is a necessity,
not an option.
Thus, the question is how to evaluate
the risk associated with a model in a
design and software change/selection
scenario and reduce associated cost,
time and resource (CTR) constraints.
Risk reduction is possible with awareness of known unknowns. For instance,
is the model correlation within 10%? Is
the application and validation domain
comparable? Such questions may help
in finding out answers; however, if there
is a metric to represent the degree of
model validation, the problems
described earlier may be better
addressed. Such a model validation
metric (MVM) does not exist in the
industry yet.

Roadmap for model assessment

In order to reduce CTR constraints,
there is a need to develop a set of
guidelines to assess models. NASA, the
U.S. Department of Defense, and
Sandia National Labs have attempted
to develop different model assessment
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schemes, and the recent advancement
in this effort is the predictive capability
maturity model (PCMM). It evaluates
key elements in a prediction or simulation model: (i) Representation and geometric fidelity; (ii) physics and material
model fidelity; (iii) code verification; (iv)
solution verification; (v) model validation; and (vi) uncertainty quantification
and sensitivity analysis.
Using a four-point ordinal scale,
PCMM assesses a model on these individual elements to represent an overall
assessment. The result is a numerical
set where each value in that set corresponds to one of the six elements’
assessment level. It provides a subjective qualitative assessment for users to
help them evaluate the risk involved
(see Figure 4). The color scheme indicates how close the maturity level of a
model relative to the requirement is:
The larger the gap between the
required maturity level as against the
assessed level, the higher the risk associated with the model.
Is it adequate to adapt the PCMM
approach in the off-highway and truck
industry? No. It may be a good starting
point but its applicability in this industry
is not yet explored enough to draw a
generalization. Thus, a collaborative
effort is required to develop a standard
for model assessment along with a process for self-certifying models.
Taking it one step further, an independent model certification agency
(MCA) would be ideal to eliminate concerns of subjectivity on a self-certified
assessment metric. Yes, an MCA is a
futuristic vision, but discussions need
to be initiated regarding potential benefits for the industry by developing a
model validation metric in different
forums and conferences.
Dr. Prabhu Shankar, Ph.D., Sr. Principal
Engineer - Powertrain, JLG Industries Inc.,
An Oshkosh Corporation Company, wrote
this article for SAE’s Truck & Off-Highway
Engineering.
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Commercial vehicles to become the
ultimate ‘sensor’

FEV believes Eco-Coaching systems, based on lessons learned from the gaming industry,
can help to motivate drivers to operate their trucks more efficiently. (image: FEV GmbH)

“This industry is well ahead of passenger vehicle in what it does in the connected space and in telematics.
Working in both industries, it’s very interesting to see what customers on the
one side and the other side are doing,
but also to see how much faster this
industry has moved in this space.” This
is how Stephan Tarnutzer, Vice
President of Electronics at FEV, began a
discussion about the state of telematics
and connectivity in the commercial vehicle sector. Connected Services is one
of the groups Tarnutzer heads at FEV,
which focuses on systems integration
and the role of telematics going forward. He offered forward-looking insights on several interesting topics—
such as the inevitability of truck sharing
and “gamified” human-machine interfaces (HMIs) creating better drivers.

Vehicle as a sensor

Tarnutzer believes that telematics is an
enabler for the future, it is not the solution.
“The future will be where every
[vehicle] is the best sensor in the
world—a driving sensor, collecting gobs
and gobs of data and communicating
with anything and everything around—
with people, buildings, other vehicles,
with roads, satellites, you name it,” he
said. “So much data will be collected,
we probably won’t even know what to
do with it. Data analytics is a critical

piece in the future.”
The challenge is not necessarily how
to use this data at the end of the process, he noted, but rather how to effectively gather the data to begin with.
“The key is to get the data from legacy
systems, private systems, open and
closed systems,” Tarnutzer said. “We see
the vehicle—heavy-duty trucks, offroad, passenger cars—driving on the
network and becoming a part of the
Internet of Things (IoT).”
Telematics also enables other
upcoming megatrends: vehicle autonomy and “emission-free zones.”
“Autonomy cannot happen without
telematics—without connectivity, without talking to other vehicles, without
talking to the Cloud and getting all sorts
of information, autonomous vehicles,
platooning, eHorizon-type applications
[developed by Continental] will not be
happening.”
In terms of advanced energy management, “we’ll see a future where
trucks and passenger vehicles driving
into certain areas, mainly in cities, will
have different emission requirements
than they have when they’re on the
open road.” FEV is already working on
some programs in Europe, he noted.

Gaming the system

Much of the information that drivers
need to operate vehicles safely is the
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same as it was decades ago. But how
that information is relayed to drivers has
and will become more sophisticated.
“We see augmented reality, ‘gamified’ ecosystems [coming],” Tarnutzer
said. “How gamification helps you drive,
can help a fleet owner by driving more
fuel efficiently, and also voice ID. These
are just some of the technologies we
see coming down the road.”
FEV Consulting conducted a study
over a year ago that evaluated new concept ideas for Eco-Coaching systems
along with their future market potential
and functional range. The firm stated
that growth rates of up to 60% annually
are realistic for innovative assistance
systems, and that such systems have the
potential to reduce real-world fuel and
CO2 consumption by 6-12%.
There are concerns that borrowing
too heavily from the gaming industry for
vehicle HMI systems could be a dangerous thing in terms of driver distraction.
But Tarnutzer does not think so—rather,
he believes it can better engage drivers.
The gaming industry already has
decades of experience with forecasting
user behavior, motivation patterns and
manipulation techniques. “How do we
do this for drivers in vehicles? With the
ultimate goal of becoming safer but also
more fuel-efficient drivers,” he said.
“Because a big piece of fuel efficiency
to meet government mandates is how
he or she drives. Yeah, it’s the technology—better, more fuel-efficient engines
that we help design, calibrations, software, connectivity—but at the end of
the day, it’s still the driver that can drive
very aggressively. Gamified EcoCoaching and the theory behind it is,
how do we help entice drivers to drive
more fuel efficiently, because they may
not care about the fleet owners having
to pay more fuel or changing the brake
pads again.”

Truck sharing is caring

“Everybody is talking about car sharing—Uber, Maven, a lot of different examples out there. We see truck sharing
on the horizon as well, and some programs are already ongoing, at least for
proof-of-concepts,” Tarnutzer said.
“The ability for different fleet owners
to share trucks to haul freight from
point A to point B is there—with the
ability of Cloud, connectivity, telematics,
and data analytics—and it’s very much
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Axellent progress

Stephan Tarnutzer, Vice President of
Electronics at FEV

possible,” he said. “It may not be the
greatest thing for Navistar and other
[truck OEMs] when we sell fewer trucks,
but these trucks will be much more
sophisticated—meaning more expensive—so the benefits to the OEMs are
still there but also the benefits to the
community are there.”
Wrapping up his discussion,
Tarnutzer posed and answered a question: “What do I see for the future of the
ecosystem in telematics? I see more and
more complexity coming. It’s a tremendous challenge for us as suppliers—and
the OEMs as well—to take all those different puzzle pieces from the system
specification through the design, to the
integration, to the validation, until finally
a safe, reliable and secure truck comes
out that is ready for fleet owners and
drivers to use. And these puzzle pieces
come from different industries—for
example, the automotive industry and
the telecommunications industry or
consumer electronics industry—all three
of them have a totally different perception of what quality is. Bringing these all
together into a vehicle that has to start
every day and is not allowed to pull to
the side and be rebooted once or twice
a month, is extremely challenging.”
Even so, commercial vehicle OEMs
and suppliers are up to the challenge,
he said.
Ryan Gehm

Traditional beam-type drive axles as
used in most pickups and full-size
SUVs are simple, robust, relatively inexpensive—and a hefty chunk of cast-iron
and steel. Benchmark axles for a typical ½-ton pickup weigh 180 lb (82 kg)
each. They’ve evolved slowly in the
nearly 120 years since Louis Renault
first employed a shaft-driven “live” axle
on his car. Significant mass reduction
has eluded them until three years ago,
when a brainstorming session at a
Detroit-based supplier kicked off a
thorough investigation of what’s possible in terms of axle mass, internal efficiency, NVH reduction, durability and
package volume.
American Axle & Manufacturing CTO
Phil Guys and his advanced engineering
team were looking at refinements for
their company’s incumbent axles. “New
bearings, lighter weight lubes, superfinished hypoid gears…a very iterative
exercise and a good business case to
provide those technologies,” Guys (pronounced geez) told Mobility
Engineering. But it wasn’t enough. The
team concluded that further finessing to
eke out tenths-of-a-percent more efficiency and reduce mass by mere ounces
would not be enough of a stretch. Nor
would it be unique to AAM.
“There’s a typical way you make hypoid gears and there’s a narrow source
for bearings,” Guys said. “We [axle suppliers] all go to the same seal guy and
casting guy. The value of your creation
is in the execution from a manufacturing perspective. But from a product-functional perspective there’s not a
lot of differentiation.”

Radical elements

Their investigation led AAM into arguably its boldest product-development
program since the company’s 1994
founding. Compared with the 180-lb
benchmark beam axle for 1500-series
trucks noted above, the new AAM family of axles, called Quantum, weighs 125
lb (57 kg)—a 30% mass reduction.
Similar gains are offered for ¾-ton truck
drive axles; where a benchmark in that
segment is 317 lb (144 kg), the Quantum
weighs 216 lb (98 kg).
“We haven’t even tried to quantify
the savings on the vehicle side that can
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The Quantum technology aims to reduce the mass of typical light truck drive
axles such as this hunky 3/4-ton 2017 Ram 2500 unit. (Lindsay Brooke)

Quantum beam-type unit sans axle tubes for HD pickups shows heat-treated
A356 “pumpkin.”
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come from the ‘cascade’ benefits we
bring; we’ll let the customers do that,”
Guys said. Along with the lightweighting is a 30-40% reduction in parasitic
losses, claimed to be good for approximately 1% improvement in label-type
fuel economy to the vehicle.
“Our customers’ order of priority is
cost, efficiency and light weight,” Guys
said. “And with global vehicle platforms, we’re doing well in designing a
core ‘module’ that will fit in tight
spaces. So it behooves us to be much
more focused on the power density
because it leverages our technology in
more and more applications. We’ve
been focused on making those individual axles as efficient and lightweight as
possible—that’s what generated the
Quantum technology.”
AAM has had Quantum axles in customer demonstrator vehicles for about
a year and is “addressing multiple
Request for Quotes for 2021-2022
opportunities,” Guys said. New driveline
programs typically must align with allnew vehicle platforms or significant
refreshes. The tech demos “have proven
the technology to be quiet, efficient and
durable,” he said.
Quantum represents a significant
re-architecting of traditional rear-drive
axle design. Guys recalls that the first
iterations appeared so “radical” that
AAM leadership was a bit unsure of
demand.
“It doesn’t look like a traditional axle
[inside the case] so there was a bit of
skepticism from some of our customers,” he explained. Because of this, the
development team collected “a tremendous amount of validation, development, efficiency, NVH and durability
data in support of the technology,”
Guys said. “We also built models to
prove that it’s a quiet axle when
installed in a vehicle.”
The Quantum family encompasses
RWD and AWD modules. The design is
scalable and available in open, mechanical limited-slip, electronic limited-slip
and torque-vectoring configurations. It
also can be equipped with AAM’s
EcoTrac axle-disconnect system pioneered on the 2014 Jeep Cherokee, Guys
noted. Beam-axle development was pursued first due to the regulatory pressure
on the U.S. full-size truck segment.
So, what’s the differentiator that
makes the AAM unit, as Guys describes
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A Quantum drive
axle installed in an
AAM demonstrator
F-250. Center
section looks huge
but is actually
smaller than an
incumbent 3/4ton axle.

AAM infographic
aimed at marketing
Quantum to light
truck OEMs.

it, “radical?” A unique approach to the
gear-support structure inside the
A356-T6 center section. The case
design and bearing saddles are “totally
different,” said Guys, who would not
show ME details of the internals despite
a recent media drive of Quantumequipped test vehicles.

Aerospace ball bearings

All of the new axle’s efficiencies are
found in the ring-and-pinion support,
which uses an aerospace-type ball bearing that’s not pre-loaded, which cuts
parasitic losses. Guys claims the new
bearing “does not come with aerospace-industry costs.”
Ball bearings are commonly used to
support the pinion gear in today’s drive
axles; some applications use double-row for the head bearing and single- or double-row for the tail bearing.
An AAM production axle also uses ball
bearings in the differential unit.
“I can tell you that for Quantum we
kept tapered rollers for the differential;
we could clearly go to ball bearings for
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those for an incremental improvement,” Guys said. Double-row bearings
are not used in the ring and pinion
support; it is not preloaded and thus
does not use shims.
Pinion bearing shims have been part
of drive-axle architecture for decades.
Two designs are used in the industry to
set pinion bearing preload. One is the
collapsible spacer method, in which the
pinion nut is tightened until the spacer
collapses and applies a specific preload
to the bearings. The other is the non-collapsible spacer method that uses selective shims to set the proper preload.
Shims are used by AAM in its current
axle families as well as by competitor
Dana in its Spicer AdvanTEK high-efficiency axles.
The Quantum bearings were designed
by AAM’s in-house engineering team.
The race profiles, surface finish and
ball-bearing spacers are all “homegrown,” Guys noted.
While AAM is not aligned with one
specific bearing supplier for Quantum,
the company may choose to partner

with one, he said.
AAM had to learn about bearing
manufacturing “in order to integrate
certain features into our components,”
Guys explained. “When you see
Quantum you’ll see how we integrated
features into the design. We’ve built
over 100 beam axles to this architecture to indeed give ourselves confidence that it works from all
perspectives.”
An AAM manufacturing-engineering
team is currently at work preparing
Quantum axles for production, “looking
at new techniques for machining-in certain features that I can’t yet show you,”
Guys asserted. The engineers “are
focused on how to fixture, how to cut,
how to create the surface finishes on
certain parts that allow us to achieve
the performance results,” he said.
As OEMs confirm their light-truck
driveline paths for the next decade,
expect AAM Quantum axles to play a
major role in reducing vehicle curb
weight while boosting efficiency.
Lindsay Brooke
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Low-temperature combustion ready for prime time?
Powertrain experts and fuel-industry
sources speaking at this year’s SAE
High-Efficiency IC Engines symposium
in Detroit mutually supported the assertion that liquid fuels will be the dominant light-vehicle transportation energy
source through the middle of this century. So take that, batteries.
But if reality doesn’t exactly align
with the latest breathless reveal of a
1000-hp battery-electric vehicle, where
does that leave powertrain research and
development? The global drive for
reduced emissions and reduced fuel
consumption hasn’t abated—regardless
of whether the United States decides it
no longer needs to participate in the
fad—so it appears the continued
advance of internal-combustion engines
is in order.
So much discussion—in official presentations and in scattered areas
around the symposium—revolved
around low-temperature combustion.

Best-yet BTE?

More-sophisticated and lower-cost
hardware and new levels of data-processing capability are bringing gasoline
compression-ignition and homogenous
charge compression-ignition closer to
production readiness. Delphi, for example, recently began testing the third
generation of its gasoline direct-injection compression-ignition (GDCI) design
and projects its GDCI 4-cyl. engine will
attain a thermal efficiency of 42%. That
thermal efficiency would top any current production-vehicle gasoline engine,
the most efficient of which currently are
claimed to have peak thermal efficiency
of about 40%.
Mark Sellnau, engineering manager,
Delphi Advanced Powertrain, said a
gasoline engine using the third-generation GDCI system is projected to have
approximately 22% better thermal efficiency than a current conventional
spark-ignited gasoline engine with
direct fuel injection and 11% better than
a 2L diesel. He said many of the initial
engineering challenges for GDCI have
been overcome and that the company
believes it can make the low-temperature combustion system emissions-compliant at the EPA Tier 3, bin 30 level.
Major advances over Delphi’s sec-
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Delphi recently began testing of its third-generation GDCI low-temperature
combustion system that is projected to render approximately 42% thermal efficiency
(image: Delphi).

ond-generation GDCI system include
“wetless” combustion, quicker coldstart operation and an optimized
low-temperature exhaust aftertreatment
that achieves roughly 90% carbon monoxide conversion in about 4s.
“Low-temperature combustion
means low-temperature exhaust,”
Sellnau said of
one of GDCI’s
ongoing development challenges.
Sellnau said
the third-generation GDCI sysDelphi’s Mark
tem has
Sellnau is bullish
increased the
that lowcompression
temperature
ratio to 16:1
combustion can be
(from 15:1) and
achieved in a
production engine
its new longer
using today’s
stroke and
retail-grade
increased topunleaded gasoline
dead-center pis(image: Delphi).
ton clearance

enable the wetless operation that sees
fuel completely vaporized before it can
contact cylinder or combustion-chamber surfaces. Advanced fuel injectors
operate at 350 bar (5076 psi) and provide three injection events. The third
injection, Sellnau said, is “what differentiates (GDCI) from HCCI (homoge-
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nous-charge compression ignition).”
Much of Delphi’s GDCI research is
being conducted under the auspices of
a four-year, $9.8-million program
funded by the U.S. Department of
Energy; Delphi’s partners in the project
include Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Umicore and the University of
Wisconsin-Madison.

Premium-unleaded not required?

Sellnau also said the new GDCI system
will require a variety of emissions-reduction measures that, in addition to
the newly-formulated low-temperature
catalyst, include an intake-air heater,
gasoline particulate filter and urea injection. But he was confident those
measures, coupled with the combustion-related design advances of the
third-generation system, will enable a
production engine to be Tier 3, bin 30
compliant— a vital achievement to advance the system for production-vehicle readiness.
Moreover, he promised the latest
GDCI will operate with gasoline at currently-available octane. “We really need
to get to market with commercial gasoline,” he said.
Sellanu said the project team began
gathering test results for the third-generation GDCI system in February 2017
and added, “I think we’re going to see a
very efficient engine evolving and going
into our vehicle program.” He did not,
however, provide a projection on when
the system might be fitted to a production-vehicle engine.

Others see chillier prospects

Although Delphi is in the thick of LTC
development, it remains an area of high
interest with extensive research from a
variety of players. Although some participants at the High-Efficiency IC
Engines Symposium and many sources
at the following SAE WCX17 World
Congress Experience conference were
openly pessimistic about the prospects
for production engines, they remain
bullish about the technology’s potential
for reducing emissions.
There’s plenty of research underway.
The International Energy Assoc., which
represents 29 member countries, has
dedicated a task force to the technology. Arne Andersson of Volvo Global
Truck described an ongoing study into
seven fuels used for LTC engines.
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Delphi’s third-generation GDCI boasts numerous new advances to bring the system
closer to production-engine readiness (image: Delphi).
LTC researchers at
Lund University
want better tools
so they don’t have
to conduct as
many real-world
tests.

Biodiesel, methane and ethanol are preferred, he said.
Delphi’s Sellnau noted that LTC
improves efficiency and reduces emissions, although he added that spark-ignited-LTC engines may see gains of less
than 10%. He suggested that researchers focus on fuels that are readily available, since there are many other
challenges that must be overcome.
“LTC translates to low temperature
exhaust, which makes aftertreatment an
issue,” Sellnau said. “Also, there’s not
much energy to drive a turbo.
Compression [ignition] engines are
stronger candidates.”
Finding the right fuel remains a central issue for researchers. Magnus
Sjöberg of Sandia National
Laboratories noted that many fuels
don’t have enough energy to “make
things happen” at low temperatures.
Panelists said that R&D could proceed

more quickly if development tools were
better.
“One thing we could really use is
computational fluid dynamic and chemical models that are actually predictive
so we could test virtually instead of only
in physical tests,” said Per Tunestal of
Sweden’s Lund University. “Tools are
not predictive enough, not fast enough
and not accurate enough.”
While panelists expressed excitement
about ongoing research, they also were
honest about predictions for commercial applications. A member of the
standing-room-only audience asked
panelists to predict the percentage of
engines sold in 10 years that would
employ LTC technology and assuming
fairly stable fuel prices.
“Zero,” was the response from
Stephen Ciatti of Argonne National
Laboratory. Two other panelists concurred with that prediction. Ciatti said
diversity is a big challenge for LTC.
“There’s no one best solution. It
depends on the level of longevity you
want, the type of fuel that’s available,
the lowest cost,” Ciatti said. “The
answers are different for Volvo trucks in
Sweden and passenger cars in the U.S.”
Terry Costlow and Bill Visnic
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Opposed-piston engines:
the powerplant of the future
Global Greenhouse Gas Emissions
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Source: IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (2014):
https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/wg3/ipcc_wg3_ar5_summary-for-policymakers.pdf

Fig.1: Global greenhouse-gas emissions (IPPC report 2014).

T

he invention of the IC engine has not only facilitated but revolutionized civilization. Since its inception, it has undergone multitude of improvements in design and size. Although it has generated wealth and improved the standard of living, it also
brought the problem of air pollution. Globally, air pollution is demonstrating a dominant and costly effect on human health and the climate,
and automobiles are contributing significantly to global warming.
About 14% of greenhouse-gas emissions is attributed to the transportation sector (per a 2014 IPPC report). Combustion-engine pollution
is a major contributor to overall global air pollution and is directly correlated to the transportation sector. Increasing pollution levels and
dependence on fossil fuels are causing engine researchers and automotive manufacturers to focus on other alternative technologies to
address these issues. Additionally, heavy dependence on fossil fuels is
affecting many countries’ economies.
The exponential increase in fuel consumption in automobile vehicles
often translates to fuel-price hikes that can affect finances throughout
the world. In this context, an old engine concept that has recently
gained the focus of researchers is the opposed-piston engine (OPE),
which in earlier iterations was observed to deliver higher efficiencies
and lower emissions than the conventional IC engines. A few companies, particularly Achates Power and Eco Motors in the U.S., are developing new-generation OPEs and have won investments from
venture-capital firms and business tycoons such as Bill Gates.
History: Opposed-piston engines are not new, but new technical
developments are once again throwing light on the capabilities—in
spite of some still-existing limitations. Scanning the historical background of OPEs, during the early Twentieth Century, the first diesel-fueled OPEs were developed. An engineer from Kolomna Works built a
two-stroke OPE fueled by diesel; it had two crankshafts connected by
gearing. It was patented in 1907 in France, but the management of
Kolomna Works would not go on to manufacture this first OPE. The
flexibility of conventional IC engines, the limitations of opposed pistons
and other technical considerations of the time saw the opposed-piston
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engine fade from the contemporary automotive environment.
Operation: The typical OPE consists of a
pair of oppositely reciprocating pistons in
each cylinder, unlike the traditional four-stroke
engines with a single piston per cylinder. The
opposed-piston arrangement eliminates the
need for cylinder heads and valvetrain, which
contribute significantly to friction and heat
losses in conventional engines. The cylinder
head and valvetrain also add complexity and
parts-count, both of which increase the cost
of production. Instead of using conventional
poppet valves, the gas exchange process in
opposed-piston engines typically is accomplished by the pistons exposing and covering
intake and exhaust ports.

Opposed-piston advantages:

For many years, OPEs clearly exceeded conventional 4-stroke diesel engines in terms of
brake thermal efficiency. The data demonstrating the clear dominance of OPEs over
conventional engines in terms of specific outputs per unit weight and per unit displacement were illustrated clearly by Jean-Pierre
Pirault and Martin Flint in an article,
“Opposed-Piston Engine Renaissance—Power
for the Future.” The unique high thermal efficiency characteristics of OPEs:
• The heat losses to the walls of the cylinder are
considerably less in OPEs because of an
advantageous bore/stroke ratio and low combustion chamber surface area/volume ratios.
• Exceptionally long strokes are possible in
OPEs. Unlike in conventional engines, a
stroke-bore ratio of 2-3:1 is possible, facilitating reduced loads on crankshaft bearings,
easy scavenging, enhanced air-swirl motion
and fresh air intake and high brake thermal
efficiency.
• The use of ports and the balanced reciprocating motion of the opposed pistons better
facilitates air-fuel mixture formation and
proper in-cylinder flows, avoiding the need
for reentrant piston bowls to improve air-fuel
mixture, designs that are associated with
disadvantages like high heat losses and
durability issues.
• Reduced scavenging-air losses because the
optimized cranktrain facilitates easy supercharging. Lower in-cylinder pressure can be
obtained with OPEs, reducing emissions by
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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utilizing ports instead of valves for the gas
exchange. Intake and exhaust ports usage in
OPEs facilitate two-stroke combustion cycles,
which generate twice the power strokes per
cycle of a 4-stroke engine. These advantages
help the OPE design generate better efficiency
and lower emissions.
Latest developments in OPEs: Two major
companies, Achates Power and ECO Motors, currently have intensive OPE development programs. Achates claims its OPE is 20% more
fuel-efficient than conventional diesel engine and
55% more fuel-efficient than a conventional gasoline engine. The company also said the number
of moving parts is less, as is the cost of OPE
when compared with the conventional engines.
Following are some of the important experimental findings related to the Achates OPE:
• The favorable combustion chamber area/
volume ratio architecture of the OPE helped
to reduce heat transfer losses.
• The scavenging requirements are less, due to
reduced volume of residual gases trapped in
the cylinder, leading to reduced pumping work.
• The two-stroke cycle of the OPE, running in
leaner conditions, helped in increased ratio
of specific heat.
• Within the maximum pressure-rise rate limits, reduction in combustion duration is
made possible because of higher in-cylinder
volume per crank angle—i.e. rapid expansion.
A cost comparison of the OPE versus a conventional medium duty commercial 4-stroke
engine can be seen in the above figure. The
graph shows that the production cost of OPEs
is less than the conventional engine, the OPE
eliminating valves, cylinder head and complex
crankshaft and camshaft assemblies. Achates
stated that OPEs are going to be the answer
for future demands from the automotive
industry in terms of fuel efficiency and lower
emissions. Emissions standards are claimed to
be easily met with OPEs by using a NOxreduction aftertreatment arrangement. The
architectural advantages of OPEs reduce the
cost of production by eliminating the cylinder
head and valve arrangement. The power-toweight ratio, reduced vibration, shorter combustion duration and low peak pressure are
the characteristic advantages of OPEs compared with conventional engines.
Meanwhile, Eco Motors, an American company founded in 2008, also has been working
extensively on OPE development. The company also believes OPEs are the future of the
automotive powertrain. The key points Eco
Motors emphasizes regarding OPE are that
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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Fig. 2: Opposed piston and opposed cylinder engine (Courtesy: Eco Motors).
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lower piston displacements (almost half that of similar-power conventional engines) helps to reduce the frictional losses. The OPE can be
designed to be operated at piston speed limits that allow significant
reduction in size and weight when compared with conventional engines
having the same specific power output at the same piston speed. Eco
Motors states there is a practical limit to piston speed, above which
engine performance begins to suffer from factors such as increased
friction.
Eco Motors cites these advantages of OPEs:
• Smaller engine size
• Reduced overall engine weight
• Reduced parts count
• Higher brake thermal efficiency
• Greater power density
• A truly modular design
The development work of Eco Motors and Achates demonstrates that
OPEs are the potential alternative engines to meet new and more-stringent emissions regulations and achieve higher fuel efficiency.
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Department of Mechanical Engineering at the
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Tadepalligudem, Andhra Pradesh, India. He
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India’s dream of an all-EV fleet by 2030:
MYTH, MIRACLE, OR REALITY?

I

ndia currently is the fourth-largest passenger-vehicle market in the world, with 3.04
million vehicles sold in 2016-2017 and a
car parc of 25.9 million. Annual sales are
projected to grow to 5 million by 2020.
Starting in April 2017, India successfully
shifted to the new BS IV emission standards
for all the vehicles nationwide—including a
world-leading emissions standard for 2-wheelers. As committed to in the Paris Agreement,
the Indian government has challenged the
country’s automotive OEMs to comply with BS
VI (starting in April 2020) by leapfrogging
from BS IV and completely skipping BS V.
Indian OEMs also are working towards the
National Electric Mobility Mission Plan
(NEMMP) 2020 to reduce vehicular emissions
and achieve new EV targets by 2020.
The country currently stands with a passenger-vehicle mix of 45% diesel and 55% gasoline-engine power—but a proposed plan
aspires to an all-electric fleet by 2030.
Major players such as Maruti, Mahindra and
Toyota plan to expand their hybrid-electric vehicle lineups to make an increasing impact in
reducing CO2 emissions; the Indian government
has helped, with a targeted subsidy as a part of
the Faster Adoption and Manufacturing of
Hybrid and Electric Vehicles (FAME) program. As
we look at the current landscape, the Mahindra
Reva is the lone fully-electric production car in
India; the Reva had a successful debut and aims
for 4500-5000 annual sales. Other players such
as the Hero Electric, Ampere and Ather Energy
in the 2-wheeler field are in the development
stage (Ather Energy, a hardware start-up, has
yet to launch its all-electric scooter).
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Globally successful electric vehicles include the Nissan Leaf,
Chevrolet Bolt, Tesla’s entire lineup, the BMW i3 and the VW e-Golf.
Their combined sales correspond to a light-vehicle market share of
about 2%.
Does India’s proposed sales shift to all EVs by 2030 constitute a
myth, a miracle—or a potential reality? What does the massive shift
really mean for the nation? If EV sales begin to increase and reach at
least 2-5% of total passenger-vehicle sales by 2020, India may be
meaningfully underway with a shift towards all electric by 2030.

Is it a myth?

To achieve at least 2-5% EV sales in India by 2020, fundamental and
structural issues such as enhancing customer interest, expanding
charging infrastructure, technology transfer, the duty structure and
government subsidies all will require attention. Then there are
more-discrete infrastructure concerns: availability of electricity, availability of charging ports and the density of ports, different sources of
electricity and investment in those alternatives all are key factors.
With CO2 emissions being a major threat to the environment and a
purported instigator of climatic change, there is definite need to
decrease vehicle-out emission by at least 10% by 2030.
Although EVs have zero tailpipe emissions, those vehicles’ emissions
must be attributed to production of electricity from utility power plants.
In areas where relatively low-polluting energy sources are used for
power generation, PHEVs and EVs have a well-to-wheels emissions
advantage over conventional vehicles.
The technology development for EVs, R&D infrastructure and the
current level of competency in India still are in the development stage.
The rate of implementation for EVs depends somewhat on infrastructure development and governments pathways during the next decade.
Considering the existing car parc mix and assuming a steady increase in
EV sales, CO2 emission can be reduced in steps and can reach 50% of
existing level if India indeed begins to sell only EVs starting in 2030.
Though EVs will reduce the import of crude oil, technology imports
such as batteries, safety technologies, charging ports (fast and wireless) and other components will again create a trade deficit.
Even after years of experience developing and producing conventional
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powertrains, India still imports technology and technical support from
other countries to meet its emissions regulations. The level of competency in EVs is much less in India—which leads one to ask: is massive
implementation of EVs actually possible? The government’s answer, an
initiative to implement skill-development programs and encourage academic institutions and universities to work with industry to develop EVs
seems like a wishful folk tale.

Would an all-EV shift require a miracle?

In the current global scenario, battery cost is around $145 (Rs. 9280)/
kWh, excluding import duties for India. Lithium-ion battery technology
already has enjoyed a price decrease of around 85% compared with
2010 costs.
In this perspective, a miracle would require the Indian government to
take the initiative in reducing the cost to $60/kWh. The technical support needed by the Indian OEMs in implementing the battery technology, testing of EVs, safety and other developmental factors also must
be considered before implementation of EVs.
The need to drastically improve the infrastructure of existing roads,
address water clogging due to improper road drainage during rainy
seasons, make available widespread battery swapping and charging
stations and other vast infrastructure requirements only add to the
“miracle” aspect of reaching the 2030 goal.
Currently in India, approximately two fuel-filling stations are available

every 10-12 km in cities and every 25-30 km on
the highway. In order to meet the 5-6 million
total EV population by 2020, the country needs
at least 2-3 charging stations per 15-20 km and
must have a minimum of five charging ports at
each location.
Since a minimum of half an hour of
charging is required to add a range of 50 km
(assuming fast-charging capability), the density of stationary vehicles may increase,
stressing parking facilities inside cities when
more space is required.
The skill and competency levels in India to
develop batteries, battery technology and
battery-management systems (BMS) also
should to be taken into consideration. If this
indigenous technical development occurs,
then it will be great technology evolution in
the Indian automotive industry. Nor has the
disposal of Li-ion batteries been fully considered or addressed. The processes or technologies required to dispose of or otherwise
recycle a massive amount of batteries has to
be developed and implementation of that
technology needs more time.
A connected/autonomous vehicle will be
useful in improving the technology or enhancing the usage of EVs, but it will not develop or
expand the technical skills of an individual.
With all these above factors, it seems the
implementation of EV-only passenger vehicles
by 2030 would require a miracle.

Could the shift become a reality?

The average distance traveled for passenger
cars is approximately 16,000 km annually. To
achieve the target of 5 million total EVs by
2020—and assuming each EV would have a
30kWh battery capacity and roughly 170 km
range on full charge—the average vehicle
would need to be charged 94 times each year.
The stationary charging time would be 9% of
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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the year, about 788 hours. Which means the EV owner must charge the
vehicle during work hours or at night; separate charging ports would be
needed for each vehicle.
At the rate of 94 annual charges at 30 kWh, 2820 kWh of electricity is
needed to power a single vehicle annually. For 5 million vehicles, annual
power consumption would be roughly 14.1 million mWh. This means 19
nuclear power plants with an average capacity of 2000mWh would be
required to supply the need.
It would appear the electricity-generation infrastructure might be
the most critical factor to achieving an all-EV shift.
The accompanying chart shows the calculated running cost for conventional cars, hybrids and fully-electric vehicles. The pattern usage of
16,000 km/year is considered for all cars, with relevant fuel economy
(km/l) and full-range km and Rs.7/kWh charging cost assumed.
Charging infrastructure: Three different types of charging equipment are currently available, based on rate of charging: AC Level 1
charging, AC Level 2 charging and DC fast charging. The first requires
approximately 12 hours, with DC fast charging doing the same job in
less than one hour for a full charge. Charging stations are found in
numerous public locations, as well as residences and even at traditional
fuel-filling stations.
In the U.S., around 76% of workers use private vehicles for reaching
offices—so charging infrastructure at the workplace is a key factor. The
charging rate depends on time of day, location, with potentially variable
rates based on other factors. India’s first EV charging station was set up
at Nagpur by OLA, an Indian startup online transportation network company. This was the first of the four charging stations planned by OLA. It is
enabled for fast charging and includes a facility for battery swapping.
Government initiatives: To encourage EV ownership, government
should adopt initiatives such as reduced registration costs and reduced
road tax and mandate EV taxis in 16 major cities to educate and create
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awareness about a pollution-free environment.
Since GST will increase hybrid and EV costs
much higher than current rates, government
subsidy should be provided to incentivize buyers of electric vehicles.
Infrastructure for vehicle charging can be
fast-tracked by the government by employing
existing fuel stations or by providing subsidies to
the OEMs in their investments for EVs. According
to the report by Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), India is
regarded as the least subsidy-providing country,
so more initiatives must be taken by the Indian
government to achieve the 2020 target.
About 2,000 EVs were sold in India for fiscal year 2015-2016, compared to 750 units last
year. This is less than a single percent of overall sales and insignificant compared with conventionally-fueled vehicles; the EV portion of
sales is 2.2% in the U.S. and 1.8% in China. But
the current sales rate indicates growth of EVs
to the projected 2020 requirement is possible.
Indigenous technology development:
National competency must be developed in the
field of battery technology, battery management systems, motor selection, motor technology and safety. Though India initially will be
trade deficient until competency increases, EVs
with affordable pricing would go a long way
toward making the target a reality.
From all the above considerations and considering the current level of technology and
competency, the cost required to produce
power—and to make it available from the power
plant to charging port—makes India’s ambitious
EV goals appear difficult to achieve.
Adaptation of technology in western countries (where infrastructure is not a challenge)
took 8-12 years to reach 2% of light-vehicle
sales volume. With our analysis, we believe
achieving an all-electric fleet by 2030 looks
like a “miracle” would be required. Until electric mobility becomes the reality, hybridization
of vehicles to reduce CO2 could be a realistic
alternative.
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An approach for
prediction of MOTORCYCLE ENGINE
NOISE under combustion load
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Fig. 1: Vibro-acoustic methodology flowchart.

Fig. 2: MBD simulation model.

Abstract

Combustion-induced vibrations are transferred from the powertrain to
engine casings through the bearings and radiate noise. Noise radiated
from the engine under combustion excitations is dominant in certain
frequency range as compared to other engine noise sources.
Engine noise control is always a challenge to designer due to the
increased competition and customer demands in market for well optimized engine noise characteristics. The conventional approach of noise
control is design-build-test-modify, but that is a time-consuming and
iterative approach that involves considerable cost and design constraints,
such as tooling to manufacture engine parts. Instead, structural, acoustics
modeling and simulation methods can help designers to predict and control engine NVH performance at the product-development phase.
In this paper, an approach is presented to carry out acoustic radiation analysis of an engine under combustion load. The procedures can
be used in the product-development phase to identify areas of engine
structure critical for noise radiation. Early identification and correction
of the critical areas of structure contributing to noise will lead to substantial reductions in cost and development time.

This paper presents an approach to predict engine noise under combustion forces. The methodology is divided into three stages: 1. Multibody dynamic (MBD) simulation to determine
excitation forces 2. Vibration analysis of the engine under combustion load 3. Acoustic analysis of the engine to predict Sound Pressure
Levels (SPL).
Important parts of a single-cylinder motorcycle engine are considered flexible components in
MBD simulation. It is necessary to accurately
model the crankshaft bearing to capture the
transmissibility of combustion forces from the
crankshaft to engine casings; forces predicted
from MBD simulation are applied to the engine
FE model for carrying out vibration analysis and
predicted vibration response of the engine at
select locations is compared with test data. It
was found that predicted response was well in
agreement with test response. Hence, corrective
actions can be implemented based on analysis
results in early design stage by carrying out
structural modifications.

Introduction

The engine is a major source of noise in a motorcycle since it is not enclosed.
Engines have many sources of noise: intake,
exhaust, piston slap, gear whine, valve train
and combustion noise. Combustion noise is
produced by a rapid rise of pressure, which is
responsible for engine structural vibration.
MOBILITY ENGINEERING

Approach

A vibro-acoustic approach to predict acoustic radiation of IC engine
under combustion forces is divided into three stages: the first step is
to carry out MBD simulation to determine excitation forces. Major
components of the engine are modeled as flexible bodies and the effect of combustion pressure and inertia forces of moving parts is taken into account in this simulation, thus capturing the dynamics of the
engine powertrain.
The second step is to predict vibration response on the engine surface
by carrying out a vibration analysis of the engine under combustion load.
Forces obtained from MBD simulation are input to the finite element (FE)
model of the engine. Accuracy of noise prediction depends on the accuracy of vibration analysis results. Thus, vibration analysis results at a few
critical locations are compared with test results. The FE model is updated
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Fig. 3: Vibration-analysis correlation clutch cover.

Fig. 4: Acoustic mesh.

based on the vibration test data to achieve good correlation with actual
testing. Learning obtained during the FE model updating process is
generic and it can be applied to the development of FE model of any
other engines in the design phase.
Finally, acoustic analysis of the engine predicts Sound Pressure Level
(SPL) at a specified distance from the engine and output of the vibration analysis of engine is used as input for the acoustic analysis. Noise
correlation, is carried out by comparing analysis results with the test
data for one-third octave bands of SPL. Sound intensity plots of the
engine structure at critical frequencies are also compared. A flowchart
summarizing the vibro-acoustic methodology is shown in Figure 1.

Multi-body dynamic simulation

Multi-body dynamic simulation of the engine is performed, with flexible
bodies of major components of the engine such as the crankshaft, connecting rods and casings considered to represent the engine dynamics.
Crankshaft bearing stiffness is modeled in a 6×6 stiffness matrix in order to capture accurate transmissibility of combustion forces from
crankshaft to casings. The bearing-stiffness calculation and its effect on
vibration transmissibility is explained in detail in the later section.
Figure 2 shows the model for MBD simulation.
The forces and moments acting on the crankshaft bearings and piston
side thrust force are computed through MBD simulation. These forces
and moments are converted to frequency domain by using FFT and used
as an input for vibration analysis. It is observed that the force magnitude
decreases exponentially with respect to the frequency. Forces due to
combustion excitation are more dominant till 1000 Hz. Forces have comparatively less magnitude in the frequency range of the 1000 Hz to 2000
Hz frequency range and the forces are negligible above 2000 Hz.

Vibration analysis

The second step for engine vibro-acoustic analysis is to perform vibration analysis of engine which includes modal analysis and dynamic frequency response analysis under combustion load. All the major components of engine are modeled to build the FE model.
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A constant damping is assumed while carrying out dynamic frequency response analysis
based on past experience of test data. The focus
of present work is to predict noise from engine
structure under combustion load. Hence, Noise
from other sources of engine such as gear
whine, valve-train, intake and exhaust noise will
not be predicted with this approach.
Loading and boundary conditions
The forces extracted from MBD simulation are
given as input to the engine FE model.
Combustion force and piston side-thrust force
are applied to the cylinder head and cylinder
block liner and forces and moments acting on
crankshaft bearings are applied at respective
bearing locations. Modal analysis of the engine is carried out to identify natural frequencies of engine structure. Nodal acceleration
values of the outer surface of the engine
structure are obtained by carrying out dynamic frequency response analysis up to 2000 Hz.
These acceleration values are then used to
carry out the acoustic analysis.
Vibration-test correlation is explained in this
section and noise correlation is covered in the
next section. Vibration responses at two different locations are compared and presented in
Figure 3. It can be observed from the comparison that there is reasonably good match
between test and simulation vibration response.
Effect of bearing stiffness on vibration response
Modelling of bearing is one of the important
steps in order to obtain the good correlation of
vibration results with test data. The conventional
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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method to model rolling-element bearings is
to represent it by purely translational-stiffness
elements. This approach, however, will be inadequate in the explanation of the vibration
transmission from the shaft to the engine
structure. Instead, the bearing can be modeled
by taking into account the translational and
rotational degrees of freedom of bearing. As
this results in six degrees of freedom, the
bearing stiffness will be expressed by means
of a 6×6 stiffness matrix.
Engine surface acceleration obtained from
the vibration analysis is used as input for the
acoustic analysis. These nodal accelerations
were then interpolated to map it as per the
engine skin-mesh data.

Acoustic analysis

An acoustic mesh was used to perform acoustic analysis of engine, with a engine “skin”
(outer surface of engine) extracted from the
FE model. The engine skin is located inside a
computational domain defined by a Cartesian
perfectly matched layer (PML) and is an open,
non-reflecting boundary which dampens all
outgoing waves with no or minimal reflections.
It is added to an acoustic model to mimic an
open and non-reflecting infinite domain. To
provide the sufficient resolution of the waves,
computational mesh size is used in such a way
that it satisfies the criteria of minimum of 6
elements per wavelength.
The acoustic field can be calculated by
using H-K integral at any point outside the
computational domain. To get a precise evaluation of the far-field variable, the evaluation of
the H-K integral must be accurate. This
requires having a good numerical estimate of
the normal derivative of the pressure on the
far-field calculation surface (adjacent to the
PML layer).

Acoustic analysis—results and
correlation

Sound-pressure level (SPL) correlation.
It is observed from the test reults that noise
below 500 Hz is dominated by intake noise
and the noise above 2000 Hz is dominated by
gear whine (primary gear pair) and valvetrain
noise. Noise radiation from engine structure
under combustion load is dominant in frequency range of 500 Hz to 2000 Hz. Thus,
one-third octave data of the engine noise signal from 500 Hz to 2000 Hz is presented here
for the test correlation.
Figures 5 and 6 show the comparison of
noise data obtained in test and analysis for
MOBILITY ENGINEERING

Fig. 5: One-third octave analysis
comparison - alternator side.

Fig. 6: One-third octave analysis
comparison - clutch side.

one third octave bands obtained on the alternator cover side and clutch
cover side of the engine. Test data on alternator cover side shows that
highest SPL is observed in 800 Hz band and 630 Hz band being the the
next critical frequency band with high SPL. Test data on clutch cover
side shows highest SPL occurs in 1250 Hz band and 800 Hz is the next
critical frequency band with high SPL. One-third octave data for the
two sides from simulation show good match with test data.

Conclusions

A methodology to predict noise radiated from engine under combustion
load is developed. In order to get accurate transmissibility of combustion
forces from powertrain to the casings, it is necessary to accurately model
crankshaft ball bearing stiffness. Crankshaft bearing stiffness modeled as
6×6 stiffness matrix provides coupling between radial-axial, radial-rotational, axial-rotational directions of the bearing. Transmissibility study
showed that bearing stiffness modeled as 6×6 stiffness matrix is a more
realistic way for bearing model. Transmissibility is more between the frequency range of 500 Hz to 1800 Hz because most of the dominant
crankshaft bending and structural natural frequencies are observed between the above frequency range.
Reasonably good correlation is observed between test and analysis data
for SPL and sound intensity plots of the engine. The approach presented
here proves to be an effective tool for prediction and control of vibro-acoustic behavior of the engine under combustion load. This approach, when
implemented in design stage of a new engine can help in identification of
critical areas of engine structure for noise radiation. Different structural
modifications can be evaluated based on the analysis results to achieve
noise reduction. Thus, development time and cost involved in making and
testing physical prototypes can be substantially reduced.
This article is adapted from SAE technical paper
2015-01-2244, authored by Ulhas Mohite, Niket Bhatia and Prashant Bhavsar of
Mahindra 2 Wheelers Limited.
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Tough U.S. fuel-economy
bogies for 2021 and beyond
are driving new approaches
to materials use, as seen in
these examples.

Magna’s high level of
process and materials
development enabled
extensive structural
reinforcements to
be molded into the
prototype subframe.
(photo: Magna)

by Lindsay Brooke

Magna and Ford test
carbon-fiber subframes
Carbon-fiber reinforced polymers are the yin and
yang of automotive lightweighting. Their
strength-to-weight ratio handily outperforms
chrome-moly steel, heat-treated aluminum alloys
and magnesium. The aerospace industry gobbles
the strong, stiff and light composite for use in
wing spars and plans to use it in entire primary
structures (SpaceX’s next-gen heavy launch vehicle) in the future. But CFRP’s slow part-to-part
cycle rates, relatively complex processing and
unique failure modes have kept it from being a
player in volumes of more than 150,000 units per
year for automotive structural applications.
Magna International and Ford Motor Co.
believe CFRP holds promise in vehicle structures—specifically front and rear subframes.
The companies are preparing to test a batch of
prototype CFRP front subframes they developed collaboratively over the last two years.
The prototype cradle, now being installed in
Ford unibody development mules, is 34%
lighter than a comparable steel fabrication typically used in passenger vehicles. It is 16% lighter
than a comparable aluminum fabrication.
Comprising two main pieces—upper and lower
moldings bonded and riveted together, along
with four overmolded body-mount bushings—the
CFRP cradle replaces 45 stamped-and-joined
components in a benchmarked steel subframe.
The bill of materials is reduced by 87%.
“Ford challenged us with this concept, which
is a continuation of our collaboration on the
Multi-Materials Lightweight Vehicle project,”
explained Grahame Burrow, President, Magna
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Exteriors. His team and Magna’s Cosma chassis group worked closely
with a Ford Research and Advanced Engineering team under Mike
Whitens, in the subframe design. Magna orchestrated tooling and
unveiled the first ‘shots’ at the 2017 JEC World composites show.
Burrow expects subframe testing to proceed through 4Q17 when
“real results from real vehicles” will be available. From an FEA perspective, “all the tests to date have performed at or better than a steel subframe,” noted Brian Krull, Magna Exteriors’ Global Director of
Innovation. “We’re hoping to see those same results in physical testing.”
He described the material’s NVH performance as “excellent.”
Beyond the initial CAE work, the vehicle-level phase will evaluate
corrosion, stone chipping and bolt-load retention and crash performance. The project team also will develop a recommended design,
manufacturing and assembly process with the experience gained
during the prototype build and subsequent testing.

Subframe “perfect” for CFRP

While Magna has extensive experience in carbon-fiber components for
production, including the grille-opening reinforcement for Ford’s
Mustang Shelby Cobra GT500 and the hood of Cadillac’s V-series sedans, the subframe project is the largest and most complex CFRP
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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The Magna-Ford
CFRP front subframe
replaces 45 stampedand-joined components
in a benchmarked steel
subframe. The bill of
material is reduced
by 87%. (photo: Magna)

component yet developed, according to Burrow.
CFRP has for years tantalized chassis engineers looking to take mass
out of vehicle frame structures. In the late 1990s, General Motors
enlisted lightweight-aircraft pioneer Burt Rutan to co-develop a CFRP
ladder frame aimed at full-size SUVs and Corvette. Interviewed by the
author at the time, GM R&D boss Larry Burns said the project’s cost targeting ratio was $20 per pound removed, compared with a steel frame.
The prototype CFRP frame reduced mass by 200 lb (91 kg) but steel
remained the industry’s chassis and subframe material of choice.
The sheet-molding compound (SMC) that is used in the Ford CFRP
project is a new material that was developed by Magna specifically for
structural applications, according to Andrew Swikoski, Global Product
Line Director, Lightweight Composites.
“The front subframe was a perfect application for it,” he told Mobility
Engineering, adding that two materials were developed for the subframe: one is a chopped-carbon-fiber SMC and the other is a continuous fiber that is strategically placed in the parts that need a boost in
properties. “Both materials were under development and Ford was
cognizant of that; it was one reason they brought us into this development project,” Swikoski said.
Magna purchases the carbon fiber from Zoltek, part of the Toray Group.
It then compounds the material in house. Swikoski noted that CFRP has
directional-strength properties that rely on the orientation and proportion
of the fibers relative to the polymer. Typically, chopped carbon fiber’s
potential strength is limited because the material is scattered within the
final part. Continuous carbon fiber offers greater potential strength
because the thousands of carbon fibers are bundled in long strands.

Scaling for high volumes

According to Burrow and Krull, the two-piece prototype cradle could
potentially evolve into a single-piece molding in future development.
“Given a clean-sheet approach, if we could be alongside vehicle
architects from scratch, there could be opportunity to do this cradle in
a single component,” Burrow said.
“What you don’t see underneath the close-out panels are a significant number of ribs underneath to handle the load path. This was one
of the great achievements in this project, the amount of ribbing that’s
integral to the component,” Krull noted. “Based on the structural ribs, I
think a single piece is very feasible.”
MOBILITY ENGINEERING

Magna
Exteriors
boss
Grahame
Burrow is
looking
forward
to realworld test
data on
the CFRP
subframe
later this
year.

The Magna engineers admitted that driving
cost out of CFRP components has taken on
greater urgency, driven by the more stringent
global regulations for vehicle emissions. Their
company’s manufacturing expertise is helping
the subframe development teams innovate
solutions on the plant side.
“We were working under the constraints of
the existing MMLV; the new subframe had to
fit that vehicle,” Krull explained. “If we had a
clean-sheet approach we could potentially
bring in some new innovations that would
drive ease of assembly moving forward.”
Materials experts note that compression
molding helps speed manufacture of the CFRP
workpiece. A two-piece (male/female) mold is
pressed together, with the CF fabric and resin
between the two. BMW has claimed its production methods for the CFRP-intense i3 and
i8 cars enable a new part to be cycled every
80 seconds. The process, however, is a highcost investment due to high-precision CNC
machining used to make the molds.
“Our target cycle time for this technology on
this type of product is the range of three minutes,” Krull asserted. “It depends on part complexity and size. Cure time depends on
thickness. We have quite a bit of automation
we can throw at this for the loading and
unloading. That’s what Magna is really good at.
“We can scale this for mass production—100,000 to 200,000 vehicles per year is
certainly in the realm of possible,” he opined.
“That’s exciting for us; it takes this material
out of the ‘niche’ area.”

Audi brings CFRP to
2018 A8
Audi helped pioneer aluminum-intensive bodies-in-white in volume production but for its
recently unveiled 2018 A8 the company adopts
a broader mixed-materials approach. Besides
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2018 Audi A8L spaceframe
showing mixed-materials
architecture. Note CFRP
rear bulkhead.
Eaton is developing
composites with
future supercharger
applications in mind.
Might the successor to
the TVSII (shown below)
be a “hybrid” materials
solution?

retaining aluminum alloys for most of the car’s
BIW, Audi incorporates steel, magnesium and
carbon-fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP).
Claimed torsional rigidity is up 24% compared
with the incumbent A8. But the car still fights
the dreaded “mass creep” due to the addition of
new safety/autonomous driving technologies
and the provision for plug-in hybrid propulsion.
Despite the body engineers’ best efforts, the
new A8’s BIW weighs 621 lb (282 kg) versus 509
lb (231 kg) for the incumbent model.
CFRP is used for the rear panel and associated parcel shelf, the largest component in the
occupant cell of the A8. It provides some 33%
of the torsional rigidity for the whole car,
according to Audi engineers. They explained
that to optimally absorb longitudinal and
transverse loads and associated load-shearing
forces, between six and 19 fiber layers are
placed one above each other to deliver load
optimization. The individual fiber layers comprise 2-in-wide (50-mm) tapes placed in a finished layered panel “with any desired fiber
angle and minimal trimming of the fibers.”
The process obviates the need for an intermediary step of manufacturing entire sheets of
carbon fiber. A further new process sees the layered panel wetted with epoxy resin and cured
“within minutes.” Although hot-formed highstrength steel is used for the A8 occupant cell,
cast-aluminum nodes and extruded profiles and
sheets account for 58% of the car’s body.
The new heat-treated cast alloys provide a
tensile strength of more than 230 MPa
(33,359 psi); the corresponding yield strength
in the tensile test is over 180 MPa (26,107 psi),
engineers said. For the profile alloys, “significantly higher” values are delivered than those
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previously achieved.
Magnesium is used for a front brace linking the A8’s suspension towers and provides a 28% weight saving, the engineers claim. Aluminum
bolts are used to secure it to the strut tower domes to boost torsional
rigidity. In terms of safety performance, a frontal collision would distribute resultant generated forces to three impact buffers in the front end.
A further significant aspect of the A8 build is the use of 14 different
joining processes in body assembly. These include roller hemming, grip
punch riveting and remote laser welding of aluminum, claimed to be a
world-first. Grip punch riveting fixes the side wall frame in position and
is supported by structural bonding. Audi is particularly proud of its
adaptation of these joining technologies, combining the aluminum side
wall frame with the hot-formed HSS sheets at the B-pillar, the roof line
and the thin-flange sills. —Reported by Stuart Birch

Eaton’s “hybrid” materials replace metal
As product portfolios go, Eaton Corp.’s may be the broadest and deepest among Tier 1s supplying the mobility sectors. Materials innovation
is core to the seven primary industries and at least five dozen product
areas served, but you’d be forgiven if you answered “steel” to the question, “What material comes first to mind when you think of Eaton?”
The world’s dominant source of poppet valves for ICEs and a pioneer
in drivelines and supercharger systems has played longer on the “heavy
metal” stage than has Jimmy Page. But Eaton has quietly spent more
than a decade developing what it calls “hybrid” materials technologies
that blend various metals with a composite, to leverage the best properties of each. Examples include a carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP)
overmolded-steel differential carrier and heavy-truck transmission gears.
“We don’t have specific targets for reducing weight but we’re definitely conscious of weight and maintain a competitive cost-to-weight
ratio in our products,” explained Kelly Williams, Eaton’s Research and
Technology Manager, Polymers and Nanocomposites, based in
Southfield, MI. “So, when we’re looking at these “hybrid” technologies it
helps balance the cost impact of lightweighting—to our customers and
to theirs as well.”
With more-stringent emissions regulations, Williams’ composites-focused teams find themselves regularly challenged in respect to higher
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Hot-stamping grades of high-strength ArcelorMittal steel help make the
2017 Pacifica lighter and safer. FCA also opted for magnesium and aluminum
to reduce mass.

loads, torques, pressures, harsher thermal environments and relentless
eternal duty cycles. She noted that the “hybrid” approach allows the
engineers to do component- and system-level lightweighting “without
having to go to aerospace-type processes with continuous carbon fiber
and pre-preg layups. By combining the metal with the composites we
can still use a high-volume/short-fiber composite solution to balance
the cost,” she said.
There’s a major focus to drive component consolidation, starting
with the current manufacturing process “and the ability to eliminate
secondary finishing steps that we currently have in our metal applications,” Williams said.
As an example of unique parts consolidation enabled by a composite
material, Williams cited a development on a differential product. The
application included a metal piston that had two polymer seals, one
outside diameter and one inside diameter. In a two-shot process,
Williams’ team was able to mold the piston and the seals in a single
piece. This significantly improved assembly and alleviated the hassle of
precisely positioning the OD and ID seals during assembly.
Properties such as thermal conductivity or EMI [electro-magnetic
interference] shielding are of high importance to many customers.
Composites also allow more complex geometries than are possible
using only metals: “That’s another way we’re able to balance the cost
and weight savings” with the ‘hybrid’ solution,” she said.
Williams is asked if an Eaton supercharger housing in composite would
be feasible. It’s “an area we’re actively working to investigate alternative
materials,” she replied. And reinforced-composite drive-axle housings?
“I can see it becoming commercially viable as carbon-fiber prices
decline and we become more adept at processing,” Williams asserted.
“Right now, the limitation is less technical and more commercial; the
cost of the process and materials today are preventing that from
becoming a reality. But yes, it’s definitely a technical solution,” she said.

FCA slashes Pacifica mass with
magnesium, hot-stamped steel
For the past 20 years, the steel industry has parried the most aggressive
thrusts of its aluminum competitors and outpaced them in real-world
MOBILITY ENGINEERING

vehicle mass reduction at moderate cost.
Steel’s success comes from continuous development of new alloys in combination with a
commitment to process R&D, according to materials experts.
FCA engineers partnered with ArcelorMittal
Steel in 2012 when the automaker kicked off
the 2017 Chrysler Pacifica program. The development consumed 2,000 engineering hours
and went through approximately 300 design
iterations. The partners identified the side
structure of the vehicle’s body-in-white, specifically the door ring and B-pillar, as the area
of most opportunity for weight reduction and
improved safety performance, according to
Pacifica Chief Engineer Jessica LaFond. It is
the world’s first five-piece hot-stamped laserwelded door ring and B-pillar combination,
she told Mobility Engineering.
Using its patented laser ablation process,
the steelmaker combined two HSS grades—
Usibor, a hot-stamping grade that supports
weight reduction in advanced shapes that
require higher tensile strength, and Ductibor,
an energy-absorbing grade designed specifically to complement Usibor in hot-stamping
applications and offer ductility—to help manage the energies in small-offset and side-impact crashes.
The one-two punch of steel grades is part
of a body design strategy incorporating a
magnesium cross-car beam and magnesium
liftgate inner casting, the latter a collaboration
between FCA and Meridian Lightweight
Technologies. The Mg casting is part of a fourpiece assembly with aluminum-sheet upper
and lower outer panels and a stamped-aluminum wiper reinforcement. The new lightweight
liftgate is a 50% (22 lb/10 g) mass reduction
from that of the outgoing Chrysler minivan.
Magnesium’s ductility helps the vehicle meet
crash requirements and the casting contributed to a significant bill-of-material reduction,
LaFond noted.
Combined with a move to aluminum sheet
for the large sliding doors (saving 40 lb/18
kg), the re-engineered BIW contributed to
about half of the 250 lb (113 kg) total weight
reduction for the Pacifica compared with the
previous vehicle. At 4,316 lb (1,958 kg) base
curb weight, it is the lightest minivan available
and helped contribute to the vehicle’s nimble
handling—a factor in Pacifica being voted 2017
North American Utility of the Year. It’s also the
first minivan to achieve an IIHS 2017 Top
Safety Pick Plus.
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More intelligence
equals more
efficiency,
enhanced
functionality
Advanced systems require
renewed focus on
architectures, processors,
sensors and networks.

Intelligent controls help Caterpillar
improve the efficiency of its loaders.
(image: Caterpillar)

by Terry Costlow

I

ntelligent controls are continuing to reshape
commercial vehicles, giving operators more
functions and more space while also improving safety. Increasingly more powerful controls are being integrated to improve efficiency
and lighten operator workloads.
Any new features and functions will have to
mesh smoothly with an increased focus on
safety, which is becoming a mainstay as regulators, efficiency experts and operators alike
focus on the losses that occur when protective
systems don’t safeguard people and equipment. Safety and functionality are often combined when design goals are set.
“By effectively applying and using technology, customers can get their labor force out of
harm’s way by maintaining and checking
grade, depth, or slope,” said Mitch Tobias, customer enterprise digital manager at
Caterpillar. “Technology can help ensure a
precise amount of material in each lift, not
overloading or underloading trucks, and placing the material in the right spot. Technology
also reduces the number of passes a machine
needs to make on compaction by constantly
measuring the density of the material—the
machine can tell the operator when the right
level of compaction is reached, eliminating
extra passes.”

One or many?

The intelligent systems being designed into
today’s vehicles will lay the foundation for tomorrow’s autonomous vehicles. Mining and ag
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equipment are already taking the lead in this arena, but more sophisticated technologies will evolve as autonomy moves forward. The extreme computing requirements needed to collect and analyze the data
necessary to drive autonomously are challenging design teams tasked
with architecting intelligent controls.
“The question is not always whether to use a centralized or decentralized approach, it can simply be which platforms can be useful,” said
Benedikt Schonlau, senior manager of automated driving functions at
IAV. “If you have input from five or six cameras, all transmitting 100s of
Mbytes of data per second, there aren’t any automotive- or off-highway-grade controllers available off the shelf, so you have to go to a
decentralized architecture.”

More layers

These architectural challenges form the basis for more levels of complexity.
Hardware designers and programmers must deal with myriad issues to create useful, efficient systems that are cost effective. Once marketers and
planners have set architectures that allow systems to interact, hardware
engineers must get down to the task of creating processing modules and
linking them to the sensors that tell them about the outside world.
“The challenge is twofold,” said Stephan Tarnutzer, vice president of
electronics at FEV. “First, you have to determine what type of sensors
are needed and how to integrate them into the vehicle. Then you’ve got
to determine how to utilize all that data. It comes in in different protocols and there’s a large volume of data. You’ve got to fuse the data
from the vehicle and from the outside to make decisions.”
Combining input from gyroscopes, cameras, tilt sensors, global positioning satellites and other inputs often has to happen quickly so analysis can occur in time to prevent accidents. Design teams must also
ensure that these systems are operating correctly.

Minimizing risk

That shines the spotlight on analyzing faults and checking results to
confirm that hardware and software are operating as designed. In
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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Danfoss’ steer-by-wire systems use redundancy to provide reliability in harsh conditions. (image: Danfoss)

Eliminating hydraulics provides more room in tight cabs. (image: Danfoss)

“With added
sensors and
systems comes
the need for
more data
bandwidth and
speed.”

mission-critical operations such as electronic steering,
leveraging the soaring
redundancy is a necessity.
processing capabilities of
“You need to do a risk assessment and provide redunmulticore processors to
dancy,” said Tom Rudolph, director of portfolio eSteering
create powerful controllers
at Danfoss Power Solutions. “We’ve chosen decentralized
that receive raw data from
controls, with redundancy and two sensor signals coming
sensors that eschew
from the joystick. We run algorithms on the valve, using
microcontrollers.
two separate processors.”
“There’s a bit of a trend
Building intelligence into valves and sensors has
to go more to raw data,
become popular in recent years as component suppliers
but a lot of OEMs are
strive to offer more complete systems. These distributed
going the other way,”
—Mitch Tobias,
architectures can help reduce bandwidth requirements
Tarnutzer said. “Some of
Caterpillar
and lower the cost of the control modules, since controlthe new architectures are
lers are getting data that’s easier to process than raw
fusing data in a dedicated
sensor data. Many vendors feel this is a cost-effective way to raise
module that handles the raw data.”
vehicle intelligence.
“The addition of more components with microprocessors allows for
Can CAN continue?
faster and better control of the machine functions as each microprocesRegardless of whether sensors are
sor can perform computations for its local control, but also share
sending raw or processed data, there’s
important data with other controllers,” said Kirk Lola, business developa growing need for more bandwidth.
ment manager at Parker Hannifin’s Electronic Controls Division. “By
J1939 and CAN have dominated for
spreading out the computational requirements across the whole
years, and many users say that’s not
machine, the overall machine intelligence goes up.”
changing any time soon.
However, that’s far from a unanimous industry trend. Some OEMs are
Multiple CAN networks can provide
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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Watching the world go by
Sensors embedded in Danfoss
hydraulic valves provide operational
data as well as information
on faults. (image: Danfoss)

Displays help operators make use of information from
controllers and sensors. (image: Parker Hannifin)
Smart sensors are helpful in developing automated routines that can
save a great deal of time for the
operator and either increase efficiency or reduce setup time.
Microcontrollers and electronic
control units are often the focus of
intelligent machine control strategies, but these digital marvels can’t
do much without input from sensors that provide input from the
analog world.
Over the next several years,
more equipment will add automated systems that pave the way to
autonomous operations. Much of
the control technology will be borrowed from passenger cars.
However, the challenges facing
design engineers creating off-highway equipment sensor systems are
far more complex.
“On many off-highway vehicles,
there are many things you can put
on the vehicle; there can be hun-

dreds of variants,” said Benedikt
Schonlau, senior manager of automated driving functions at IAV.
“We need to address them all with
one set of sensors. On something
like a tractor that pulls many different things, you can need four or
more cameras and six to eight laser
scanning sensors.”
Steer-by-wire systems are
among many systems linked to
autonomous vehicles. In most systems, digital steering controls will
provide input for smart hydraulic
valves that move the wheels. The
sensors that provide input for
these controls also generate input
used for diagnosing problems.
Sensors will often be buried deep
inside these valves. Tight proximity
to moving parts lets sensors provide precise information quickly.
For example, Danfoss Power
Solutions mounts a position sensor
in the hydraulic valve.

Microcontrollers are embedded
in Parker valves, increasing overall vehicle
intelligence levels. (image: Parker Hannifin)

enough performance to meet near-term
bandwidth requirements. But many companies are starting to do more research into
Ethernet, which has taken over the industrial
world and appears poised to do the same in
passenger cars.
“With added sensors and systems comes
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“A sensor in the valve looks at
spool positioning,” said Tom
Rudolph, director of portfolio eSteering at Danfoss. “This tight coupling
helps when you need to decide
quickly whether there is a fault.”
When sensors constantly feed
information to controllers, systems
are receiving information that can
be used to determine when faults
are about to occur. Predictive diagnostics is being used to let technicians perform routine maintenance
only when it’s needed instead of
relying on set timetables.
Prognostics can also help users
arrange vehicle repairs before failures lead to unplanned downtime.
“We’re seeing a lot more investment in prognostics; most if not all
companies are investing in it,” said
Stephan Tarnutzer, vice president
of electronics at FEV. “In many
cases, they’re ahead of passenger
vehicles. That’s also true in some

parts of data analysis.”
The increased use of sensors and
controllers is altering the displays
that show data. Larger screens with
touch input are becoming commonplace in many types of vehicles.
These displays help simplify the user
interface, giving operators information that’s relevant to the jobs being
performed at the time.
“Smart sensors and advanced
displays are instrumental in helping
improve operator efficiency and
lower operating costs,” said Kirk
Lola, business development manager at Parker Hannifin’s Electronic
Controls Division. “Full color,
touch-capable displays allow for
better operator productivity and
overall machine productivity. They
offer the ability to dynamically
change screens and operator interfaces depending on the machine
operating mode or fault conditions.”

Terry Costlow

the need for more data bandwidth and speed,” Tobias said. “Like other
industries we are working at improved data transmission of information
on our machines, while also ensuring the security of the machine control systems is maintained. Over time we will see CAN bus systems
being replaced with a high-speed network, much like what is going on
in the automotive industry today.”
Some companies have already decided it’s time to move to more
advanced networking. When many critical systems work together for
autonomous driving, bandwidth isn’t the only issue. The timing of
inputs can be important. For example, knowing that a braking command was issued before a steering command can be critical.
“Current CAN-based architectures do not provide enough bandwidth
for all the various systems to connect and operate safely,” said Jose
Ogara, product manager at TTControl. “Time Sensitive Networking is
essential for all these multiple systems to work together. Ethernetbased networks do provide this amount of bandwidth, and can also
support mixed criticality traffic in a vehicle due to its determinism. In
other words, non-critical data can share the same channel with critical
data while ensuring the safety and timeliness of the critical data.”
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CONNECTED
commercial vehicles bring
CYBERSECURITY
to the fore
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Connectivity,
automation and
electrification will
largely drive vehicle
developments in
the coming years,
according to
experts presenting
at the revamped
SAE COMVEC 17.
by Ryan Gehm

Wireless connectivity and enhanced analytics are only going to become more common in future
on- and off-highway vehicles. (image: John Deere)

T

he 2017 edition of SAE COMVEC (Commercial Vehicle
Engineering Congress) was moved forward a month to
September 18-20 and got a new home in Rosemont, IL, not to
mention a new symposia format focusing on three technology
tracks: Big Data (which includes big topics like connectivity, autonomous and cybersecurity), Efficiency Improvements in CVs, and
Aerodynamics. What clearly remains the same, however, is the high
concentration of thought leaders from across on- and off-highway sectors gathering to share their vision of what’s happening in the industry—and what’s to come.
John Reid, director of enterprise product innovation and technology at
John Deere, is one of those experts, presenting a keynote at this year’s
COMVEC on “Delivering Value Through Innovation.” He believes that five
major areas will greatly impact the industry in the next five to 10 years:
• Automation and control
• Electrification and hybridization
• Knowledge-based solutions and the impact of data
• Focus on enhancing the user-experience
• Convergence of business systems and functions into an increasingly
Smart Connected Enterprise.
“There is very little challenge in [bringing these solutions] to fruition,”
Reid said. “It is the speed of execution that may vary on a time dimension. The differentiated among industry will be: Who is going to lead?
Who is going to try to catch up? And who is not going to make it?”
MOBILITY ENGINEERING

Digital transformation

Digital technology will become even more
ubiquitous in the coming years, according to
COMVEC 17 keynoter Sam George, director of
Azure IoT, Microsoft. “Every part of our economies and our society is being shaped by the
advances in digital technology and innovations,” he said. “Cloud is having a huge impact
on digital transformation already and IoT has
emerged as a powerful new enabling technology. We also see Edge computing and
Artificial Intelligence as emerging major technology waves.”
There are technology challenges associated
with these existing and emerging capabilities,
George acknowledged, but “often the greatest
challenges we see are organizational in
nature.”
“Many companies that stand to benefit the
most from Cloud, IoT, Edge and AI are not
technology companies—and successfully
leveraging them does require a level of technical understanding, if for nothing else than how
to successfully manage partners that work on
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commercial vehicles bring
CYBERSECURITY
to the fore
Robotics engineers from TARDEC
went to Australia to evaluate the
cyber-resiliency of autonomously
driving a Jeep Wrangler Rubicon
operated by TARDEC engineers
thousands of miles away in Warren,
MI. The second trial begins this fall.
(image: Isiah Davenport)

their behalf,” he said. “Another common challenge with IoT and Edge computing is that it
requires organizations like OT and IT, which
have historically been at odds, to work
together to enable their respective concerns
to be met—namely operational uptime and
security.”
George’s keynote, “Microsoft Vision in the
Commercial Vehicle Space,” will cover the role
that tech companies play in enabling customers and partners to create value, as well as
best practices.

Driver optional

In Army automotive R&D, driver-optional and
driver-assist technologies have been of interest and under development for decades, according to Dr. Paul Rogers, director of the U.S.
Army Tank Automotive Research,
Development and Engineering Center
(TARDEC), and COMVEC 17 keynote speaker.
“Now, the degree to which our vehicles can
navigate from point A to point B with limited
or no human input is truly spectacular,” he
said. “Very shortly we’ll begin to see these
technologies integrated onto our current vehicle platforms as economy of scale and the
broader application of driver-optional technologies drive the cost equation to a reasonable
level. As new vehicles are conceptualized and
designed, they are done so with these driver-optional technologies in mind.”
Much of the on-highway mobility R&D
incorporates some level of connectedness, or
vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), reliance, he
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“IoT has
emerged as a
powerful new
enabling
technology.”

said. And both commercial and Army R&D
efforts include some degree of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) connectivity.
“Where the Army’s foundational efforts
differ from those of our commercial counterparts, however, is in driver-optional and
autonomous operation in a degraded environment where no connectivity to the
–Sam George, Microsoft
infrastructure (or, for that matter, no infrastructure at all) exists,” Rogers explained.
“Eventually, however, commercial mobility R&D will need to consider
the degraded environment (e.g., power outages on the infrastructure,
malicious disruption, or even weather events). Additionally, Army vehicles often operate on U.S. roadways, and while doing so can take
advantage of connected-driving infrastructure.”
One topic Rogers is excited to discuss at COMVEC is the Chevrolet
Colorado ZH2, which General Motors and TARDEC developed to evaluate hydrogen fuel cell technology as a power source for military operations. (See http://articles.sae.org/14473/) The vehicle’s electric drive
motor is powered by an onboard fuel cell generator, which converts
gaseous, compressed hydrogen into electricity.

John Reid, director
of enterprise product
innovation and
technology
at John Deere.

Sam George, director
of Azure IoT, Microsoft.

Dr. Paul Rogers,
director of TARDEC.
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Microsoft’s Sam George believes there are a number of ways that the commercial vehicle industry can better protect against
cybersecurity incidents—“but it starts with having a security strategy in place.” Azure IoT Suite security is illustrated.
(image: Microsoft)

“Increased electrification of vehicles, increasing demands
on this electricity, this is a part of how our Army vehicles
will be shifting to meet the changing nature of warfare, and
similarly how commercial vehicles will be shifting toward
power sources that reduce reliability on fossil fuels and are
more efficient,” he said.

“Cybersecurity can’t
be an afterthought.”

“It works from the ground up,
examining everything from a businesses’ devices and assets to gateways and even communication to
the cloud.”
TARDEC’s Rogers agrees that
cybersecurity
needs to be consid–Dr. Paul Rogers,
Cybersecurity concerns
ered—in both commercial industry
TARDEC
With interest in e-mobility/connectivity/autonomy growing
and government—as part of the
rapidly, cybersecurity becomes a greater concern. How can
planning and design stages of any
companies, and the commercial vehicle industry as a whole, better profuture vehicle concepts. “Cybersecurity can’t
tect against cyber incidents?
be an afterthought,” he said.
“There are a number of intentional actions all can consider including
“For the Army, deploying autonomous vehisystem architecture design and implementations to increase the procle systems in future battlegrounds is becomtection of SW-based systems,” said Deere’s Reid.
ing more and more likely. With soldier lives
Cybersecurity is one area—along with autonomous systems evoludependent on these systems, resiliency to
tion and understanding the impact of changing business models—in
enemy assaults such as communications jamwhich the on- and off-highway sectors share similar challenges, accordming and GPS spoofing is a high priority for
ing to Reid.
us,” Rogers stressed. “The commercial vehicle
“There is some [technology] sharing, but there are opportunities for
industry is just as vulnerable to this type of
more,” he said.
electronic warfare, and where safety is foreMicrosoft’s George believes there are a number of ways that the
most for autonomous vehicle systems on our
commercial vehicle industry can better protect against cybersecurity
roadways, the commercial sector must be
incidents—“but it starts with having a security strategy in place.”
equally prepared for attacks on their robotic
Working with a trusted technology provider that can help safeguard
systems. Therefore, pre-testing cybersecurity
access to data and applications is important, he said.
elements in prototypes is critical.”
“Ultimately, our goal at Microsoft is to keep all of our customer’s
This fall, TARDEC will be working with
solutions secure,” he said. “We already do this on multiple levels, rangAustralia’s Defence Science & Technology
ing from the cloud and beyond, including Azure’s enterprise-grade
Group on the second trial of a multi-year projsecurity, working with standards bodies on IoT security, and providing
ect to evaluate the cyber-resiliency of autonocomprehensive security recommendations and guidance.”
mously operating a vehicle in Australia from
One example is Microsoft’s Security Program for Azure IoT, which
TARDEC’s labs in Warren, MI.
brings together a curated set of best-in-class security auditors from
which customers can choose to perform a security audit on their IoT
For more on the SAE COMVEC 17 technical program,
go to http://www.sae.org/events/cve/attend/program/.
solutions, find issues and provide recommendations, George explained.
MOBILITY ENGINEERING
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2018 Honda Accord drops mass, adds turbos and 10-speed automatic

The 2018 Accord’s body structure remains steel-intensive but
features greater UHSS alloy content. (image: Honda)

Honda unveiled its 10th-generation
Accord recently in Detroit, showing fourdoor Sport, Touring and Hybrid versions
of its franchise midsize nameplate that
has sold more than 13 million units since
1977. The all-new model will be available
as a sedan only, according to Jeff
Conrad, Senior VP of American Honda.
Designed in Japan with exterior surfacing finalized at Honda’s California studio,
the 2018 Accord is up to 176 lb (89 kg)
lighter than the outgoing model, depending on trim level. Key technical features
include two new turbocharged gasoline
engines, the first use of a 10-speed automatic transaxle (Honda’s own 10AT) in a
front-drive sedan, and the return to the
low-cowl/thin pillar body architecture that
built the Accord’s reputation for superior
cabin visibility and made it so easy and
pleasant to drive.
The new Accord’s interior boasts 2.5 ft3
of additional passenger volume (105.7 ft3
total) and an additional cubic foot of trunk
space (total 16.7 ft3) on non-hybrid models. The hybrid Accord now has its lithium
battery pack located under the rear seat,
expanding trunk space by 3.2 ft3.
The 2018 Accord is also claimed to be
the first production vehicle with Near
Field Communications (NFC) capability.

Honda body engineers focused on lowering the 2018
Accord’s cowl and reducing cross section of the A pillars for
improved driver visibility. (image: Honda)

in 54.2% of the structure, helping to reduce overall vehicle mass by 110 to 176 lb
(50 to 89 kg). Extensive use of structural
adhesives (Honda’s first use beyond the
Odyssey minivan) boost body torsional
rigidity by 32% and first-order bending by
24%, while improving cabin quietness, the
company claims.
The new Accord rides on a 2.16-in
(55-mm) longer wheelbase. While overall length and height are reduced by .39
in and .59 in (10 mm and 15 mm,
respectively), the body is .39-in wider
and track is widened by .20 in front and
.79 in rear. There is increased front and
rear-seat legroom, the latter by almost
2 in (50 mm). Combined with the lower
cowl, front roof pillars that are 20% narrower and moved rearward relative to
the driver’s seating position enable
greater driver visibility.
Underpinning the body structure is a
new Macpherson strut front suspension
mounted to a solidly mounted aluminum
front subframe. Rear suspension is a

multi-link design mounted to an isolated
subframe. Compliance bushings front
and rear are fluid-filled and a standard
adaptive-damper system capable of
adjusting shock absorber damping force
every 1/500 s improves ride control and
compliance, the company claims. All
Accords feature an approximate 60/40
front/rear weight distribution.
Accord Sport drivers can tailor the
car’s dynamic performance via a twomode electronic control system that
includes a new dual-pinion variable-ratio electric power steering (EPS).

New CVT and hybrid power

2018 Accord propulsion includes two turbo DI 4-cylinder gasoline engines and the
latest 2-motor hybrid powertrain. The
10AT is paired with the 2.0-L turbo engine,
SAE rated at 252 hp (188 kW) at 6500
rpm and 273 lb·ft (370 N·m) from 1500 to
4000 rpm. The 2.0-L also available with
Honda’s 6-speed manual gearbox.
Accords also can be had with Honda’s

Body and chassis changes

The steel-intensive body structure features 29% ultra-high-strength steel alloys
with aluminum used in the hood and
some chassis crossmembers, Jay
Gazowski, Senior Manager for Product
Planning, told Mobility Engineering. Highstrength steels (above 440 MPa) are used
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The 2018 Accord
marks the first use of
a 10-speed automatic
in a front-drive car.
(image: Honda)
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1.5-L turbo with dual Variable Timing
Control valvegear, SAE rated at 192 hp
(143 kW) at 5500 rpm and 192 lb·ft (260
N·m) from 1500 to 5000 rpm. It replaces
the incumbent normally-aspirated 2.4-L.
The 1.5-L engine is available with
Honda’s CVT or 6-speed manual. The
redesigned CVT has an 11% lower ratio
compared to the outgoing unit for
improved launch performance. The 10AT
offers a 68% wider ratio spread with a
43% lower first gear and 17% taller top
gear compared to the 2017 Accord’s
6-speed automatic.
The new hybrid powertrain uses a 2.0-L
Atkinson-cycle engine with greater than
40% thermal efficiency (highest of any
current mass-produced Honda engine, the
company claims) paired with the first electric motors on any production hybrid to
use non-rare-earth magnets.

Nissan engineers Sport into its hot-selling CUV
The 2017 Nissan
Rogue Sport is
assembled in Japan.
Its engine is
assembled in Mexico.

Inside the cabin

Inside the Accord’s cabin, it’s all new from
seating to trim, with attention paid to tactile materials quality and appearance,
judging by ME’s brief time spent in the
cars during the media introduction.
There’s an all-new HMI with 7-in TFT
driver’s meter and 8-in touchscreen
infotainment interface. Jeff Conrad dramatically noted that Honda is reintroducing volume and tuning knobs to the
audio system; their renewed presence is
welcome—the absence of physical
knobs (and Honda’s reliance on “slider”
controls) has been a much-criticized
point for the brand in recent years.
Both 1.5-L and 2.0-L Touring models
feature a new 6-in driver’s HUD (Head Up
Display) with selectable information,
including speed, engine rpm, turn-by-turn
navigation, and Traffic Sign Recognition.
Available connected-car technologies
include wireless device charging, automatic Bluetooth phone pairing with Near
Field Communication (NFC) technology,
4G LTE in-car Wi-Fi, and Wi-Fi-enabled
over-the-air system updates.
Honda claims to be the first OEM to
include an NFC tag in one of its products. NFC chips enable the user of
Android Pay and Apple Pay smartphones to simply tap the small NFC tag
on the instrument panel (identified by a
small “N”) and the devices will instantly
pair with the car’s Bluetooth.
Start of production (SOP) is later this
summer at the Marysville, OH, complex.
Lindsay Brooke
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The smaller body of the new Rogue Sport
(left) enables the vehicle to be up to 200
lb lighter than the conventional Rogue.

With smaller exterior dimensions, a
200-lb (91-kg) mass reduction and
unique chassis tuning, the 2017 Rogue
Sport crossover utility is a variant of
Nissan’s top-selling U.S. model. Called
the Qashqai in Canada and other markets, the vehicle is based on Nissan’s
CMF-CD platform.
“For ride, handling, steering, NVH
and quality, the Rogue Sport is close to
a circle on a spider chart; it’s a very
well-rounded vehicle,” said Bruce
Robinson, Senior Project Engineer for
Vehicle Performance Development-CBU
at the Nissan Technical Center North
America in Stanfield, Arizona.
The Rogue Sport’s primary engineering work was done in Japan and suspension tuning and steering calibrations
were handled by Robinson’s NTCNA
team. They changed the base tuning
that came from Japan.
“We wanted a little bit lighter steering effort for parking and city driving

and a more on-center, stiffer steering
feel for highway driving,” Robinson told
Mobility Engineering at a recent media
ride-and-drive program in Nashville, TN.
Rogue Sport features electric power
steering with a Sport mode that’s not
offered on the conventional Rogue.
Rogue Sport is approximately 200-lb
lighter than Rogue, due in part to the
vehicle’s smaller body. Its 104.2-in
(2647- mm) wheelbase, 172.4-in (4379mm) length, 72.3-in (1836- mm) width,
and 62.5-in (1588-mm) height for the
front-drive model make for a more
compact vehicle. Both Rogues ride on
the same Common Module Family platform and are available with FWD or allwheel drive.
A 2.0-L inline 4-cylinder (MR20DE)
delivers a claimed 141 hp (105 kW) at
6000 rpm and 147 lb·ft at 4400 rpm.
That same engine powers the
hybrid-electric Rogue, which uses a 30
kW (40 hp) electric machine for a combined system rating of 176 hp (131 kW).
Rogue Sport’s engine mates with a
JATCO-supplied Xtronic CVT with eco
mode switch and sport-mode shifter.
Smaller exterior dimensions for
Rogue Sport mean reduced cargo space
versus the Rogue and its available thirdrow seating. With the second-row seat
upright, Rogue Sport has up to 22.9 ft3
of stow space, compared to Rogue’s 32
ft3. With second row seat folded, Rogue
Sport has up to 61.1 ft3 of storage versus
Rogue’s 70 ft3.
Rogue Sport went on sale in the U.S.
on May 17 in three trim levels with a
$21,420 MSRP for the base FWD model.
The base AWD model is $22,770.
Kami Buchholz
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Sleek design, powertrain advances distinguish Volvo’s new VNL trucks

The Volvo D13 engine with
turbo compounding, which
will be available in 2018, utilizes a
mechanical waste heat recovery
system that improves fuel
efficiency by up to 6.5%.
(image: Volvo Trucks)

The new Volvo VNL series is the beneficiary of the truck maker’s SuperTruck
program, applying lessons learned and
advanced technology to achieve an up to
7.5% improvement in fuel-efficiency.
Driver comfort and productivity, active
and passive safety systems and enhanced vehicle uptime through over-theair updates were other high priorities for
engineers and designers of the next-generation long-haul tractor. Volvo Trucks
North America revealed the VNL series
to media in mid-July at its new Volvo
Trucks Customer Center in Dublin, VA.
“For 19 years the VNL 670 model
was the volume leader in our long-haul
segment. Moving forward that 61-inch
high roof sleeper is going to be
replaced by the new Volvo VNL 760.
This now is going to be our high-volume
product,” said product marketing manager Jason Spence. “Our customers and
drivers have told us that this is the truck
they want.”
The new VNL series is available in
four sleeper cab configurations, including an all-new, 70-inch sleeper in the
VNL 760 and 740 models that is 9
inches longer and 6 inches wider than
the previous VNL 670 truck.
The VNL development team relied on
feedback from nearly 2000 driver interviews to offer “the most comfortable,
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The new Volvo VNL tractor’s
aerodynamic design borrows cues from
the company’s SuperTruck, resulting in
a 1% fuel efficiency improvement.
(image: Volvo Trucks)

driver-friendly environment we’ve ever
built,” he said, and to take another leap
from its predecessor originally launched
in 1996 and updated in 2002.

SuperTruck influence
The most obvious influence Volvo’s
SuperTruck had on the VNL is the sleek
exterior design and the lines of the
truck. Swept back headlights include
signature Volvo daytime running lights,
and a new Volvo grille and hood are not
just stylish but aerodynamically functional. Redesigned and repositioned
engine air intakes allow for less turbulent intake air delivery. Airflow up and
around the cab has also been optimized
with new chassis and roof fairings.
The SMC (sheet molding compound)
hood was redesigned to save 70 lb (32
kg) compared to the previous design.
“We mount it to the rear of the cab support now,” said Wade Long, director of
product marketing for Volvo Trucks
North America. “We had support tubes
that supported the hood previously, and
now they’re attached to a latch that is
patented and designed to mount to the
cab, reducing vibration.”
“You might not notice right away,
but the three-piece bumper on this
truck is 1.5 inches further forward than
the previous VNL 670. That was done

for aerodynamics. So our BBC went
from 122.5 to 124 for the VNL product,”
Spence said.
The Volvo team relied upon learnings
from the CFD work conducted on the
SuperTruck, noted Long. “If you look at
SuperTruck and this [new VNL] headlamp, they’re very similar—almost identical,” he said. “And we used those
designs to help understand less gaps
and airflow across the grille. This grille is
designed in a new honeycomb pattern—
the taper and angles for airflow in and
out of the vehicle are supported by the
SuperTruck program.”
The new VNL sees a 2% improvement in aerodynamic drag compared to
the previous model, which equates to a
1% improvement in fuel economy.
A side note on the new LED headlamps, supplied by ZKW—Volvo claims
to be the first OEM to redirect air to
defrost the headlights.
“The headlamps are the most innovative in the trucking industry; they’re
intelligent,” said Spence. “LEDs produce
heat—in freezing conditions they also
serve to defrost and defog the lamps
themselves. There’s a fan that draws
heat out of the lamp in normal [warmer]
conditions, but once freezing conditions
occur, that fan stops or reverses flow to
keep more heat inside the lamp.”
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Driver comfort and productivity were top priorities in the design of the VNL interior.
(image: Volvo Trucks)

D13 TC waste-heat recovery

Powertrain is the other area most impacted by SuperTruck developments.
Introduced with the 2016 VNL and
greenhouse gas (GHG) 2017 engines
were the common-rail fuel system and
the patented wave pistons that help
burn fuel more efficiently.
“One of the biggest improvements to
the VNL is the introduction of the new
D13 Turbo Compound engine,” development of which was furthered in the
SuperTruck program, Long noted.
The D13 TC engine, which will be
available in 2018, utilizes a mechanical
waste-heat recovery system to capture
normally wasted energy from the
engine exhaust. The result is an additional 50 hp (37 kW) fed back to the
crankshaft and an improvement in fuel
efficiency of up to 6.5% compared with
previous GHG14 D13 engine models.
“Turbo Compound uses a turbine to
convert energy from the exhaust gases
into additional torque on the crankshaft
improving engine efficiency,” said John
Moore, product marketing manager –
powertrain. “This robust system is completely mechanical and adds no additional
routine maintenance to the engine.”
Customers are able to pair the
D13TC with Volvo’s XE—eXceptional
Efficiency—powertrain packages. XE
packages rely on Volvo’s fully integrated I-Shift automated manual transmission to downspeed the engine,
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enabling a cruise rpm up to 300 rpm
less than the average truck.
The VNL series comes standard with
the 13-L Volvo D13 engine offering up to
500 hp (373 kW) and 1850 lb·ft (2510
N·m). Daycab and VNL 400 models can
spec the 11-L Volvo D11 as an option,
delivering up to 425 hp (317 kW) and
1550 lb·ft (2100 N·m), combined with an
up to 2.5% fuel efficiency improvement
compared with the previous D11 engine.
The 15-L Cummins X15 is also available.
Volvo proprietary engines and the
I-Shift AMT are monitored by standard
Volvo Remote Diagnostics, a factory-installed telematics system that proactively
monitors and diagnoses critical engine,
transmission and aftertreatment trouble
codes. The same hardware also allows
customers to perform powertrain software and parameter updates over-the-air
with Remote Programming, which helps
improve uptime and vehicle efficiency.
“75% of the trucks running on the
highways do not have the latest software updates needed to prevent certain
fault codes from happening. That radically will impact the performance of the
powertrain,” said Ash Makki, product
marketing manager. “They end up
ignoring the software updates.”

Operator comfort
The new Volvo VNL features an all-new
dashboard that puts often-used controls
within the driver’s reach. Centered in the

gauge cluster is a configurable, 5-inch
color driver information display that provides trip and diagnostic data. An optional infotainment system is available, featuring a 7-inch color touchscreen, navigation
and an exterior backup camera.
A premium audio system is integrated with the infotainment system,
which also features Bluetooth and
Apple CarPlay. Additional apps also can
be downloaded to the infotainment system. A dash-top tray features 12-volt
power and USB connectivity.
A new “smart” steering wheel incorporates controls for 21 of the most-used
functions for driver convenience and
safety. Moving the buttons to the steering wheel created space for additional
storage compartments. A removable
cover in the floor provides easy access
to the engine without having to remove
the seats.
A variety of seating options are available on the new Volvo VNL series. An
increase in seat travel fore and aft, as
well as up and down, improves driving
ergonomics. Premium features like seat
heating and ventilation are also available.

ADAS for safety
Volvo Active Driver Assist by Bendix,
which is now standard on all Volvo VNL
models, is a camera and radar-based system that combines forward collision mitigation warnings and active braking, even
with stationary vehicles. The system’s
camera is powered by the Mobileye
System-on-Chip EyeQ processor with
state-of-the-art vision algorithms.
The system features an industry-first
head-up windshield display if a driver
approaches too closely to an object in
front of them. Volvo Enhanced Stability
Technology, an electronic stability control system, is also standard on all VNL
models.
“We have found that Volvo Active
Driver Assist can reduce front-end collisions by 80%,” said Rob Simpson, director of brand and marketing development.
The new Volvo VNL series was
designed and engineered at Volvo
Trucks’ North American technology center in Greensboro, NC, and will be built
at its New River Valley assembly plant in
Dublin starting in September.
Ryan Gehm
Read the full article at articles.sae.
org/15534/.
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Mercedes-Benz reveals production version of X-Class pickup truck
Daimler’s Mercedes-Benz luxury-vehicle
unit this week unveiled the production
version of its X-Class, the first pickup
truck to wear the Mercedes-Benz star.
The X-Class is a 4-door midsize pickup
using the NP300 body-on-frame (BOF)
architecture of the Nissan Navara, largely the same pickup sold in the U.S. as
the Nissan Frontier.
From the time it was confirmed in
2015 that Daimler and Nissan-Renault
would partner to build the X-Class,
Mercedes-Benz has insisted it does not
intend to sell the pickup in North
America. In announcing details of the
production X-Class, Mercedes-Benz
continues with the point, saying the
X-Class will begin production at
Nissan’s assembly plant in Barcelona,
Spain by the end of this year for the
Europe, South Africa and Australia
markets. The Latin America market will
be served in 2019 by X-Class pickups
built at a Renault assembly plant in
Cordoba, Argentina.
“The X-Class is aimed at very different customer groups: land owners and
farmers in Argentina, business owners
and building contractors in Australia,
families with an affinity for premium
products in Brazil, trend-conscious individualists in South Africa and Great
Britain as well as sporty adventurers in
New Zealand and Germany,” MercedesBenz said in a release summarizing its
current market intent for the new
pickup. The company also stressed the
new pickup is “attractively priced in the
segment” in its launch markets.

Mercedes stressed ruggedness of the
X-Class underpinnings balanced by
attention to on-road ride quality. A pair
of 4-cyl. diesels and a small gasoline
4-cyl. comprise the engine lineup at
launch, with a V6 diesel coming in 2018.
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The X-Class is the first-ever pickup truck for the Mercedes-Benz brand; derived from
partner Nissan-Renault’s Navara (Frontier) midsize pickup (all images: Daimler).

X-Class interior
presents design
cues from many
current MercedesBenz models.

Rugged chassis, diesel-oriented
powertrain
What brand loyalists are likely to find
most divergent from Mercedes-Benz’s
famous technology focus is the X-Class
pickup’s reliance on traditional chassis
design, chiefly the BOF architecture and
solid rear axle—although the rear axle
apparently is located with multiple links
and suspension comes not from pickup-standard leaf springs but coil
springs. There are ventilated disc brakes
at each corner.
The more-utilitarian orientation
extends to the drivetrain: the X-Class
initially is fitted with a conventional
transfer case that allows selection
between rear-wheel drive or full-time
engagement of the front axle. The company nonetheless is employing its
well-established 4Matic moniker for the
setup, despite the fact its engagement
is not automatic.
Later, Mercedes-Benz said, the
X-Class’ optional gasoline V6 will be
coupled with a permanent AWD system.
At launch, there is a gasoline 2L
4-cyl. coupled only with RWD and lefthand drive for certain markets. The

primary engine choices, however, are
2.3L turbodiesels of varying power ratings. The single-turbocharged variant
develops 163 hp and 297 lb·ft (403
N·m). A twin-turbocharged version of
the same engine generates 190 hp and
332 lb·ft (450 N·m).
The standard transmission for either
diesel is a 6-speed automatic; the higher-powered 2.3L turbodiesel also is
available with a 7-speed automatic.
Either engine can be coupled with the
driver-actuated 4WD system.
The V6 diesel, promised by mid2018, generates 258 hp and 406 lb·ft
(550 N·m), the company said.

Midsize, not compact
Mercedes-Benz said the overall length
of the new X-Class pickup is 210.2 in
(5340 mm) and wheelbase is 124 in
(3150 mm). The most compact 4-door
version of Ford’s F-150 fullsize pickup is
231.9 in (5890 mm) long, with a wheelbase of 145 in (3683 mm). The X-Class
bed length is 62.5 in (1587 mm), similar
to most U.S.-market midsize pickups.
Maximum payload is 2297 lb (1042 kg).
Bill Visnic
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VW’s development
team benchmarked
the Ford Explorer,
Honda Pilot,
Toyota Highlander
and Chevrolet
Traverse in
developing the
new Atlas.

With the market rushing headlong toward trucks, SUVs and crossovers,
Volkswagen has badly needed a midrange SUV between its $25,000 compact Tiguan and $50,000-plus premium
Touareg. And now, finally, it has one.
Designed and engineered in
Wolfsburg, built at VW’s billion-dollar
Chattanooga plant and riding on the
modular MQB platform, the 2018 Atlas
($31,000 base price) enters production
three years after the CrossBlue concept
made the auto-show rounds. Atlas was
developed as “a vehicle to go straight at
the heart of the mid-size SUV market,”
explained Michael Lovati, Vice President
of VW’s mid-size/full-size product line.
“We had to make something that
those customers want through a lot of
benchmarking, clinics, feedback and
collaboration to understand how they
think and what’s important to them,
then translate that into a vehicle concept and design. That is a challenge for
anyone, particularly a European company,” he admitted.
Interior spaciousness, driver visibility
and cabin comfort were among the
Atlas development team’s primary
bogies, Lovati noted. The team benchmarked key segment players Ford
Explorer, Honda Pilot, Toyota
Highlander and the slightly larger
Chevrolet Traverse. “Those vehicles are
doing something right to win so many
customers,” he said, “so we took a close
look at every feature to be sure that we
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hit the sweet spot on what those customers want.”

Commodious cargo hauler

At 198.3 in (5037 mm) long overall,
Atlas’s ruggedly-styled exterior is fractionally equivalent to Explorer and exceeds Pilot and Highlander, while its
117.3-in (2979-mm) wheelbase is longer
than all but Traverse. All three seating
rows are roomy, in the author’s view,
and the adult-size third row is easily
accessed via (7.7-in/195.5-mm) fore-aft
sliding, forward-flipping and reclining
60/40 second-row seats, even with
child seats in place. Lovati claims thirdrow access to be best in class. Second-

row captain’s chairs are optional.
Atlas offers 20.6 ft3 (583 L) of cargo
capacity behind the third row, 55.5 ft3
(1572 L) with third row folded down and
a whopping 96.8 ft3 (2741 L) with second
and third rows folded down. Lovati is
proud of the flat, flush cargo floor devoid
of obstructions. He also noted that VW’s
use of ultra high-strength steel alloys in
the Atlas’s A-pillars enabled a slender
pillar cross section, which in turn helps
provide superior outward visibility,
obscuring the driver’s view by only 7°.
Mass efficiency was a priority in the
steel-intensive Atlas’s development, but
the engineers did not aim to make it
lightest in class. “The complete package

Cleanly and tastefully executed in the VW-Audi tradition, the Atlas’s cockpit features
standard 8-in infotainment screen. A 12.3-in unit is available.
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Optional EA288-based
2.0-L turbo four
delivers 235 hp.

has to all fit together, so that’s where
the focus has been,” he explained. “We
are always optimizing for certain characteristics, including mass.” At 4,336 lb
(1967 kg) in front-drive configuration
and 4,502 lb (2042 kg) with AWD,
Atlas’s curb weight sits roughly midpack among its competitors.
Minimizing NVH was high on the
team’s surprise-and-delight list. “That is
something we have looked at through a
lot of drives, testing and analysis, measuring and tweaking specifically for this
market,” Lovati noted. He said optimum
material gauging, use of premium door
seals, body joint sealing, flocked wheelhouse liners and “very heavy dampeners
and insulators throughout, particularly
on the firewall,” work in combination to
attenuate and block noise and harshness.
While Atlas uses front and rear subframes for suspension and engine
mounting, both are solid mounted
rather than isolated.

new Tennessee plant. Because the new
SUV is underpinned by the MQB “toolkit,” as Lovati calls it, Atlas shares little
with the Passat (still based on the old
PQ platform) that is built alongside it in
Chattanooga. He adds that Atlas is
package-protected for hybridization
“with some modifications,” but there is
no current plan to do so.
For its powertrain choices, Atlas
debuts with a standard 3.6L VR6.
Introduced in 1991, the VR6 may be the

industry’s most package-efficient six. Its
narrow 10.6° cylinder-bank angle and
single DOHC cylinder head (now fitted
with direct injection and variable valve
timing) make it nearly as narrow as an
inline six but much shorter for transverse packaging in FWD-based architectures. It delivers a claimed 276 hp
(205 kW) at 6200 rpm and 266 lb·ft
(360 N·m) at 2750 rpm.
By late summer a 2.0-L turbocharged four from VW’s ubiquitous
EA288 family joins the lineup. Rated at
235 hp (175 kW) and 258 lb·ft (350
N·m), the turbo four is calibrated for
premium 91 RON fuel.
Both engines are equipped with
stop/start and are paired with an Aisin
8-speed automatic. Driveline choices
include FWD (rated at 18 EPA mpg
city/25 highway/20 combined with the
VR6) or the BorgWarner-sourced
4Motion AWD (17/23/19 mpg, with
VR6). EPA certification of the 2.0-L
engine had not been completed at time
of publication.
The 4Motion AWD transmits up to 50%
of available torque to the rear wheels and
vectors torque side-to-side, as needed.
Electronic controls offer a selection of
driveline modes: Onroad (with Normal,
Sport, Comfort and Individual settings);
Snow; Offroad and Custom Offroad.
Maximum claimed tow rating with
the VR6 (with a factory hitch) is 5000
lb (2268 kg).
Suspended by struts with lower control arms and an anti-roll bar in front,
and a multi-link rear set-up, the Atlas is

VR6 and turbo-four power

The vehicle’s cleanly styled and functional cabin features dashboard and interior trim was co-developed by VW
supply partner Yangfeng Automotive
Interiors and sourced from Yangfeng’s
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Safety technology on
the Atlas includes VW’s
Post-Collision braking system.
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fitted with 245/60R18 Continental
CrossContact LX Sport tires; 20-in tires
will be offered. The vehicle steered and
handled crisply and rode smoothly on
the twisty Texas two-lanes where we
drove it during the media introduction.
From behind the wheel, Atlas feels
smaller than it is and the VR6 offers
pleasing performance.
“For a vehicle of this size, it’s very
stable on the road,” Lovati observed.
“The driving dynamic is what customers
expect from our MQB technology,
adapted to the Atlas’ size and weight.”
Splitting time between two drivers
during the media preview, with some
aggressive accelerations, we averaged
roughly 20 mpg as indicated on the
vehicle’s display cluster.
A full-LED headlight array (including
daytime running lights) is standard; LED
taillamps are available Other safety features include VW’s Automatic PostCollision Braking; Lane Assist; Blind
Spot Monitor; Autonomous Emergency
Braking with Pedestrian Monitoring;
Rear Traffic Alert with Braking; Area
View; Adaptive Cruise with Stop & Go,
and Light Assist and (parallel and perpendicular) Park Assist.
Infotainment and connectivity are
served through an 8.0-in Car-Net
Infotainment screen in all models except
the base S, with available App-Connect
(for Apple CarPlay); Android Auto and
MirrorLink are the standard platforms.
For big-screen lovers, a 12.3-in customizable digital cockpit is available. The long
list of available features includes sporty
R-Line and road-trip-capable Weekend
Edition packages; three-zone HVAC;
heated outboard rear seats; Fender premium audio; KESSY keyless access; power-operated liftgate with foot-kick “Easy
Open” and a panoramic sunroof.
While the Atlas is targeted primarily
at North America, it will be exported to
Russia, Saudi Arabia and some other
markets as the Teramont, a nameplate
that also will grace the version manufactured in China (by SAIC) for sale there.
VW has been without a competitive
entry in this hotly contested segment.
The new Atlas appears to have the
design, engineering, features and performance it needs—plus a sixyear/72,000-mi transferrable
“bumper-to-bumper” warranty—to be a
serious player in it.
Gary Witzenburg
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Musclecar Godzilla: Dodge’s 840-hp
Challenger SRT Demon

At Dodge’s unveiling of the Challenger SRT Demon just prior to the 2017 New York
auto show, with a backdrop highlighting the car’s outlandish power and performance
numbers (image: Bill Visnic).

After months of teasing and a high-profile tie-in with the Fast & Furious film
franchise, at the New York auto show
FCA’s Dodge division revealed its 2018
Challenger SRT Demon, a drag racer-instreet-clothes featuring an 840-hp variant of the now-famous 6.2-L supercharged OHV V-8 that the company
boldly claimed makes the Challenger
Demon the quickest production car in
the world.
Revealing the Demon at an event on
the eve of the 2017 New York auto show,
Tim Kuniskis, head of passenger cars–
Dodge, SRT, Chrysler and FIAT, for FCA
North America, catalogued the Demon’s
list of claimed firsts or record-setting
accomplishments, most delivered by the
car’s heavily-revised Hemi V8. Kuniskis
said the Demon is the world’s fastest
production vehicle to accelerate through
the quarter mile, doing so in 9.65 s at a
trap speed of 140 mph (225 km/h); the
industry-standard metric of 0-60 mph
(97 km/h) acceleration is dispatched in
2.3 s, which he claimed also is the
world’s best, although that figure is
bound to be disputed.
The Challenger SRT Demon, Kuniskis
continued, goes from 0-30 mph (48

km/h) in 1 s flat and thanks to its prodigious 770 ft·lb (1044 N·m) of torque—
further augmented by special
launch-enhancing powertrain techniques—is “the only production car
ever to do a wheelie” at launch.

Hellcat engine on steroids

The Challenger SRT Demon comes
quickly on the heels of Dodge’s Hellcat
models that debuted a 707-hp version
of the supercharged 6.2-L Hemi V-8
that immediately was immortalized in
musclecar circles—but the company is
quick to point out the Demon’s performance upgrade comes from more than
a mere supercharger boost increase.
There are more than two dozen significant component engine upgrades in the
move from 707-hp Hellcat to 840-hp
Demon, Dodge said.
Increased boost is a chief factor,
however: the Demon’s 6.2-L variant
uses a 2.7-L supercharger in place of the
Hellcat’s 2.4-L unit, generating a
boost-pressure increase from 11.6 psi to
14.5 psi. The Demon’s engine redline
also is hiked to 6500 rpm from the
Hellcat’s 6200-rpm limit.
Meanwhile, intake of air also receives
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As much as 200 lb
can be chopped
from the
Challenger SRT
Demon’s weight.
Provided you don’t
want frivolities
such as a seat for a
front passenger
(image: FCA).

more attention: a larger airbox gets air
from three paths, chief among them
being the special “Air Grabber” hood
duct, which Dodge claims is the largest
functional hood scoop of any production
car. Intake air also is routed from a new
“Air Catcher” headlamp on the driver’s
side and an inlet near the wheel liner.
The engine is fed as much as 1,150 cu. ft.
of air per minute, an 18% increase compared to the Hellcat V-8 and an intake
volume—you guessed it—claimed to be
greater than any production vehicle.
But it doesn’t stop there. The
Challenger SRT Demon features an allnew and production-vehicle first “Power
Chiller” to reduce intake-air tempera-

ture by as much as 45 deg. Charge-air
coolant, which first is cooled by ambient
air that passes through a low-temperature radiator, then flows through the
Power Chiller; the double-chilled coolant then is delivered to the supercharger’s heat exchangers.
The Power Chiller’s extra cooling
capacity comes from diverting the
air-conditioning refrigerant from the SRT
Demon’s interior to a chiller unit mounted
near the low-temperature circuit coolant
pump. This combines with an After-Run
Chiller that is designed to keep the cooling fan and low-temperature cooling circuit functioning after the engine is shut
down, reducing heat soak.
The Demon’s 6.2-L
supercharged V8 has two
dual-stage fuel pumps
(compared with a single
dual-stage pump for the
Hellcat V8) and the engine
also is fitted with higher-strength pistons and
connecting rods, a higher-speed valvetrain and an
upgraded lubrication system. Dodge said these
modifications help the
engine sustain higher output and pressures while
meeting FCA US LLC’s
stringent durability
requirements.
Kuniskis told Mobility
Engineering the Demon
engine retains the same
9.5:1 compression ratio of
the Hellcat engine, but
higher cylinder pressures
FCA’s already-legendary supercharged 6.2-L V-8 gets
extensive revision for Demon duty (image: Bill Visnic).
generated by the Demon
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engine enable more-aggressive spark
advance. Dodge does admit, however,
that the maximum power and torque
figures are derived when using
100-octane unleaded gasoline. Fueling
with readily-available 91-octane premium
unleaded drops output to 808 hp and
717 lb·ft (972 N·m). A button on the dash
is engaged to reap maximum horsepower when 100-octane fuel is onboard.
The Challenger SRT Demon is fitted
exclusively with the same 8-speed automatic transmission already used in
Dodge’s Hellcat models, but a new
operating regime called TransBrake is
designed to lock the output shaft to
keep the car stationary while the driver
increases engine revs to as much as
2,350 rpm without overpowering the
brakes. The result, said Dodge, is 15%
more available torque at launch.
The TransBrake design works in collaboration with yet another new driveline feature that Dodge said is a world
first: Torque Reserve. When engine
speed exceeds 950 rpm, Torque
Reserve closes the supercharger bypass
valve, effectively preloading the supercharger with boost and manages fuel
flow and spark to individual cylinders to
balance engine rpm with torque.
The two driveline management systems mean the engine is working with
as much as 8 psi of boost at launch and
up to 120% more launch engine torque.
Using the steering-wheel paddle shifter
to initiate launch, the driver can see full
torque delivery to the rear wheels just
150 ms after launch. It all can shave as
much as a tenth of a second off the
quarter-mile run, the company said.
Bill Visnic
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Q&A
Expect more
machines with
electric drives
from John Deere.
“They are more
efficient and
importantly,
they’re smarter in
terms of how to
manage them,”
said Dr. Xinqun Gui
of JDPS.(image:
John Deere)

Smarter engines,
more compact
aftertreatment
& increased
electrification
Dr. Xinqun Gui, manager of technology, control systems and emissions compliance for John Deere Power Systems (JDPS), considers himself to be “fairly conservative” in terms of his powertrain
outlook: “I think the internal combustion engine as we know it
today still has a pretty long life ahead.” Even so, his expectations
for improvements in engine “intelligence,” aftertreatment packaging, and machine electrification are anything but conservative.
Gui, who recently was a panelist in the “Powertrain System
Integration” technical session at SAE COMVEC 17 (www.sae.
org/events/cve/), spoke with Mobility Engineering’s Ryan Gehm
about some of the latest technologies and development efforts
at JDPS.
What advanced combustion strategies are helping to meet
stricter emissions limits?
We have been successful with low-turbulence combustion. It
offers low emission levels and is fluid-efficient due to minimal
heat loss in-cylinder. We applied low-turbulence technology to
some of our John Deere tractors with very good results and will
continue to apply it in future products. In terms of combustion
technology, we need to continue to consider engine design elements such as power cylinder, cylinder heads, air systems, and
fuel injection parameters. We pay close attention to details. It’s
not one single thing, but rather a variety of refinements for system optimization.
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Is low-temperature combustion a major focus at JDPS?
John Deere has an established record of reliability since becoming the first off-highway engine manufacturer to widely commercialize cooled EGR, which enables low-temperature combustion. Every form of low-temperature combustion utilizes
cooled EGR technology today. In the off-highway market, EGR
has been a bit more challenging than on-highway due to the
rigors of those applications, such as dust, debris, extreme operating temperatures, and vibration, which if not addressed can
cause reliability concerns. The technology has to be robust
enough in every environment. Low-temperature combustion
along with the low turbulence combustion for higher efficiency
is [the impetus] for innovation.
What’s the latest in aftertreatment technology?
Weight and packaging continue to be a primary focus. When
you open the hood on a tractor, for example, there isn’t much
space left for the addition of anything else. Optimizing the
packaging and reducing weight are very important. From the
technology side, John Deere has been working to leverage
new catalyst technologies and emissions control calibrations to
enable the downsizing of aftertreatment. Our next-generation
aftertreatment solutions deliver greater package flexibility and
offer easier installation while providing up to a 20% reduction
in size and up to 40% reduction in weight. The focus upon optimizing packaging and weight reduction are trends I expect to
continue for the next several years.
How can you achieve even more packaging efficiency?
Refinement is always part of engineering, and continuous improvement is what we do. New, advanced substrate technologies
like an asymmetric substrate, which features a different size for
the inlet channel versus the outlet channel, is an example of a potential technology that may allow manufacturers to achieve more
packaging and weight reduction efficiencies. Another potential
avenue might be higher efficiency catalysts—the same amount of
catalyst working at a higher conversion efficiency across a broader temperature range. And with higher porosity substrate, you
can also put more catalyst into the same volume. So those are
just three examples of technologies that engine manufacturers
could potentially leverage for further improvements.
How about electronic controls—what’s going on in that area?
In the future, we anticipate there will be a totally new generation of engine electronic control systems that will be more capable, with multicore processors and advanced capability in
controls and diagnostics. I think we’ll actually see less reliance
upon sensors as advanced engine control units (ECUs) will offer greater control of engines and diagnostics performance. My
goal would be to reduce the number of sensors to the minimum necessary. We’ll try to reduce the number of sensors in
every generation of our products; we don’t necessarily know
exactly where that will end. One of our mantras is uptime—the
product has to work for the customer each and every day.
That’s a primary driving factor more than anything else.

Ryan Gehm

Read the complete interview at articles.sae.org/15546.
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